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WHAT I SAW~ 
• 

LIEUTENANT GENERAL 

W. H. BLANCHARD, 

THE INSPECTOR GENERAL, 

USAF 

I saw operating room technique in the mating of a nuclear warhead on air defense missile 
BOMARC. The strictness of the technique went something like this : one man reading the checklist, 
another airman picking up and passing the proper tool to a mechanic who performed the opera 
tion, the checklist man being sure that the function was properly executed-scalpel , suture, 
sponge! An operating room technique practiced daily by our nuclear Air Force technicians . 

Five minutes later I saw a BOMAR( erected ; the shelter doors opened , the hydraulic lift ra ised 
the bird and disengaged. All went smoothly-fortunately! 

Fortunately-because the operator was playing a remote control box like an organ and he hit 
the right keys-NO CHECKLIST! Where had our operating room technique gone? 

True, the remote control box is SUPPOSED to be so sequenced that the missile could not raise 
up through the closed shelter doors; however, missile people should know by now that circu its 
don 't always operate as they are supposed to . As a result we damaged 49 missiles in 1961 . 

The above is not only what I saw but what I predicted to the local commander I would see. I 
was able to predict this correctly because it is my observation that, even though we have devel
oped highly professional techniques in our nuclear and flying programs, our missileers haven 't 
yet " got the message." 

I envision a detailed formal briefing 24 hours ahead of time before anyone lays a hand on 
our Air Force missiles, at the conclusion of which the responsible supervisor should certify the 
qualification of the personnel assigned to perform a specific task. He should assure himself that 
people who are briefed actually "fly the mission " as an integral crew, that they have gone over 
their emergency procedures, i .e., how to back o ut or what to do when things don't go in accord
ance wi th the plan at any particular point. The supervisor should sign the clearance, as it were . 
This goes for both maintenance and operational crews. Then in a carefully preplanned, deliberate 
fashion, with checklists, emergency procedures and alternates, the operations should be con
ducted with operating room technique-a demonstration of the truly professional capacity which 
I know our missile folks possess. 

I hope our missileers get this safety message. I am very interested that they do . 
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The P a rrot 

found your article " Off The 
Record " very amusi ng. iFe bruary is
sue.) 

Since I am one of those military 
types who call the radar beacon 
transponder a PARROT, I checked the 
FliP Plan ni ng and found the word 
PARROT permi ssi ble when refe rring to 
the IFF MARK X SIF. 

Possibly the non-military types shou ld 
get with th e latest correct ph raseology . 

Capt. Bruno F. Pitts 
B-52 A/ C, 72d B.S. 
Mather AFB, California 

• 0 • 
Two Schools Of Thought 

Ever si nce the new ho lding pro
cedures came out we have been re
ceiving lette rs to the edito r from 
safety-minded writers wh o have hod 
suggestions to offer on this particular 
gyratio n. So far, we are plea sed to 
report, no o ne has been fighti ng the 
problem . Many of these letters have 
been accompanie d by homemade com 
puter adaptors and other assorted 
handy-dandy tools designed to figure 
out en try procedures with a few finger 
movements. Sample pattern e ntrie s 
have bee n worked out on th ese with 
the facilities people and all appear to 
do the job. 

There is another school of thought, 
propone nts of which contend that de
vices such as these should not be used . 
They point o ut that a me ntal picture 
approach to any such inflight prob
lem is bett e r. One argument used is 
that p lanning traffic pattern entry is 
normally don e on this bas is. Those 
who subscri be to this sc hool declare 
that always hav ing an accurate me n
tal p ict ure of the posi tion of the air
plane in relation to the fix , and a 
mental picture of the track that a ir
craft will make in perfo rming th e 
maneuver, is safer. One " for instance" 
cited is that the p ro ba bility of inad
vertently turning in to high terrain or 
over a restricted area is less under 
this system than when a mechanical 
system is ued. 

There may be a thi rd school- ad
vocates of which combine the mental 
picture with the mechanical process . 
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(No membe r of this school has yet 
written.) 

Th is magaz ine is not going to sub
scri be to any one part icular schoo l. 
Since it is impossi ble to observe the 
mind at work, and judge only an the 
basis of results, the person who always 
performs the maneuver properly is ac
ceptable from a safety standpoint
regardless of th e me ntal a r mechan
ical gyrations he has Ia perform . 

This magazine does subscribe to 
ingenuity and initiative that provoke 
a safe, simple way of doing and to 
the desire to share safety knowledge 
with others, as evi denced by the sug
gestions o n holding pattern entry 
procedures . 

• • • 
Breaking The Think Barrier 

Reference your articl e " Brea king 
the Think Barrier" ... I thought both 
lt Bu nn and Capt Lamb submitted ex
cellent ideas and the feeling was 
shared by many of my fellow squad
ron pilots. In local bull session s we 
have booted the problem around and 
suggested th e following system be in
stalled a s a superior warning devi ce 
to the horrified glances at rear view 
mirror and EPR gauge. 

a . One each, reliable but inexpen
sive micro switch installed on the drag 
chute door or in the drag chute com
partme nt. 

b. Wiring to a warning light in the 
cockpit. 

c. When the drag chute door ope ns, 
the micro switch causes the light to 
illuminate in the cock p it. 

Concerning Copt lomb 's S,-S, Time r, 
a s you know, the F-1 00 line speed 
ond ref usal speeds ore based o n 
takeoff d istance rather than time. Is 
there any chance of getting these 
charts co nverted to time-of-roll in
stead of distance so we too might 
benefit from use of a timer on take
off roll? 

Capt. James A. Neher 
612th Toe Ftr Sq (TAC) 
England AFB, La 

Your suggestions have merit-up to 
the maior command to certify the re
quirements for modifications. Suggest 
you sub mit proposals through com
mand channels. 

Manag ing Ed ito r 
Robert W. Harrison 
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O
ne of the things you soon learn in the safety 
business is that whoever first said, "It's an ill
wind that blows nobody good," knew exactly 

what he was talking about. We learn how to fly and 
service these fantastically complicated machines we have 
nowadays from attending training, reading manuals and 
testing. Then we really learn about them when we actu
ally get them in our hands and try to make them go 
the way the engineers said they should. 

We make mistakes and we learn better ways; we 
really begin to know what it was the experts tried to 
tell us in the first place. And we find out that there are 
a few things you can't be sure about despite what the 
slide rules, computers and wind tunnels say. We dis
cover that no man has ever built a flying machine that 
was perfect the first time out. Take the T-Bird for in
stance; we're still learning about it and improving it, 
making it safer, even though it seems that it has been 
around since the beginning of time. 

How do we do this? We have many ways : inspec
tions, safety surveys, and, unfortunately, accidents con
tribute . We learn from those alert people who write 
up OHRs, EURs, and incident reports. Don't under
estimate the value of these, especially the latter. Too 
often a major accident presents the first indication that 
a serious problem exists. Then we find out what we 
should have known a long time ago. The problem had 
been there right along but nobody reported it, maybe 
because it wasn't recognized as a potential hazard. 

Periodically we reflect back and take a good look at 
where we've been and try to do better than just guess 
where we're going. Specialists in DIG/Safety looked 
back at 1961, then wrote up problems they had en
countered. You undoubtedly had problems with the air
craft you fly or service, so we present these 1961 ex
periences for your profit. 

• B-47 
Engine icing is under careful study as the result of 

one major accident and 30 engine changes, 27 of them 
in one week. The actions taken include issuance of more 
definitive operational procedures, a project to investi
gate feasibi li ty of wing/empennage anti-ice operation 
independent of engine nacelle ant1-ice, and a study of 
the adequacy of the present configuration relative to 
mission requirements . 
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-1ons 
Discovery of cracks in the wing attach fittings re

sulted in inspection of 100 Red Barn and all Clear Sky 
aircraft. The consensus is that propagation of the cracks 
grows with age of the fittings, but that the fittings have 
adequate strength to carry calculated loads. All cracked 
fittings found were replaced prior to return of the air
craft to operational status, and data review is being con
ducted to determine the need for follow-on action. 

J-47 Turbine Wheel overtemp and chunk failures 
continue to be a problem. OCAMA was requested to 
review wheel inspection procedures and was designated 
as the central data collection agency for all wheel defects 
found between 1 January and 27 July 1962. SAC wants 
high time wheels removed from inventory and an 11 
point program has been established to determine means 
of correcting wheel deficiencies. 

• B-66 
Three accidents in seven months from undetermined 

cause factors have resulted in a complete engineering 
evaluation of the weapons system. 

J-71 engine problems, primarily 8th stage and 2nd 
and 3rd stage blade failures due to corrosion accom
panied by retainer strips breaking, resulted in a re
quirement for 100 per cent replacement of all com
pressor blades during overhaul as well as corrosion re
sistant painting of all compressors. Project "Quick 
Trip" was established to rebuild all J -71 engines in 
order to correct known problems. 

A Management Improvement Program resulted from 
hot air duct leaks that allow air to escape into the en
gine strut/wing area. An interim measure is an inspec
tion procedure to detect signs of leakage as soon as it 
develops. 

• B-58 
Axle beam failures resulted in a gross weight re

striction and TCTOs as an interim action pending 
completion of a study to determine the requirement 
for redesign. 

• B-52 
Pneumatic duct failures brought more stringent in

spection, repair and replacement requirements, a new 
and improved duct, proposals to discard old replace
ment ducts and rehabilitation of all neoprene covered 
pnenmatic ducts in the B through F models. 

~ 



anolt:»e le • 
Bulkhead 1655 cracks resulted 111 Engineering 

Change Proposals to rework the weld relief holes in 
bulkhead and where necessary, add bracing. A safety 
of flight supplement imposes restrictions on affected 
aircraft. 

Landing gear shuttle valve problems existed. A 
stronger bolt did not provide the answer. A joint manu
facturer-AMA study was undertaken to solve the 
problem. 

High failure rates of constant speed drives continued. 
Installation of thermal disconnect shafts was discon
tinued due to an inadvertent disconnect problem. A 
CSD overheat light was installed to warn the flight 
crew of overheat and impending failure. An improved 
drive is undergoing service test. 

Discovery of fatigue in wing structure areas has re
sulted in stipulation of inspection requirements for these 
areas. 

Loss of cockpit lighting following failure of the No. 3 
engine constant speed drive or alternator caused a re
quest for an Engineering Change Proposal to provide 
emergency flight instrument and cockpit lighting in such 
cases. 

• H- 19 • H-21 • H-43 
Pilot factor was determined to be the primary cause 

in 10 of 16 helicopter accidents in 1961. Weather was a 
contributing cause in seven of these. Capabilities of the 
aircraft, effect of weather on its performance, failure to 
observe existing weather or failure to use existing facil
ities to determine weather were common discrepancies. 

Supervisory factor was a contributing cause or find
ing in 10 of the accidents last year. Air Training Com
mand has prepared helicopter familiarization kits for 
indoctrination of personnel in helicopter operations. 

Power interruptions and engine failures have been 
a problem in reciprocating engine powered helicopters. 
Impr@vements include shot peen cylinders for H-19 en
gines and an improved crankshaft sludge plug, master 
rod bearings and locking plates for H-21 engines. 

• C- 135 
NI arginal performance during heavyweight takeoffs 

has been evidenced in the form of: zero climb rates, 
lightening of control forces, over-rotation, loss of ele
vator feel and porpoising after takeoff. Frequency of 
the~e incidents has been reduced since takeoff speeds 

have been increased three knots. Flight tests by com
pany test pilots have been completed. Further action 
will depend upon final findings of these tests. 

Water contamination, particularly sea water, sustains 
the g-rowth of fungus and micro-organisms. This results 
in fuel tank corrosion. In addition, fuel indicating 
probes become unreliable and, in some cases, inopera
tive from contamination. Corrective action includes 
application of a top coating in production aircraft, mes
sages advising the field to closely monitor fuel supply 
and filter systems, vacuum blast of tanks during re
work, and research to find a material or method to neu
tralize the fungus/ micro-organism growth. In-service 
tests are geing conducted to develop a fuel tank top 
coating that has greater resistance to fungus / micro
organism action . 

• C- 133 
Engine nose cone failures continued to occur, even 

after replacement with the modified case. Next step 
appears to be a Turbine Vibration Indicator which will 
give warning of impending failure in time to allow for 
engine shutdown before destruction. 

• C- 124 
Although C-124 aircraft accident~ decreased from 

eight in 1958 to tnree in 1961, there are still some 
major problems: propeller shaft failures, propeller syn
chronizer failures and generator failures . Corrective 
action has been initiated on all three deficiencies. Edu
cational film ( FT A 57 4) is available on the propeller 
shaft failure problem and recommended for C-124 
maintenance personnel. 

• f-100 
From 1 July 1955 to the end of December last year, 

40 accidents and 23 incidents were attributed to aft 
section fire and explosion. Spraybar and pigtail failure 
accounted for most of these. Modification kits to relieve 
vibration are being installed. Initial distribution of these 
kits started in December and is scheduled for comple
tion in June. Improved pigtails and spraybars have been 
designed and tested and are currently being installed. 

Flight control system failure resulted in eight major 
accidents in 1961. Improved quick disconnects have 
been made available for the hydraulic flight control sys
tems. Tests of runaround valves to relieve return line 
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• REFLECTIONS 
blockage disclosed inadequate rudder control for cross
wind land ings. A change in valve installation is being 
worked out. 

Clamp failures in the heat and vent system resulted 
in all operators being directed to use heavier clamps . 
Conversion to stainless tee! fittings is now provided for 
by TO. 

Bem·ing fai lure caused eight accidents in 1961. A TO 
fix provides for installation of an improved fron t bear
ing support and heatshielcl. 

• F-JOJ 
Ove1•heat waming unit failures accounted for 30 in

cident reported in 1961. New transistorized overheat 
control units have been service-tested and procured. 

N ose-do·wn sticl~ forces caused 29 incidents, two of 
which resulted in major accidents. E rroneous TOs have 
been revised. New TOs have been published to increase 
the pilot's reli ability to disengage the automatic Righ t 
control systems and pitch control systems. 

Because of tire failures the prime AMA has provided 
more definitive guidance on tire pressures, pressure
temperature relationships and effects of load and oper
ating conditions. Dimple tread tires are to be replaced 
by a newly designed rib tread tire. 

The fire hazard from burn-through of combustion 
chambers has been traced to design deficiency of the 
cowLbustion starter nozzle box. New combustion cham
bers, with improved nozzle box life expectancy, are 
scheduled to become available late in FY 62. 

Improved pilot education on pitch up recovery pro
cedures has resulted in a reduction in these incidents 
and successful recoveri es. Pitch boundary indicators 
have been delivered and are expected to cut the number 
of inaclvertant pitchups. 

Hot air duct assembly failure has produced an engine 
fire hazard. Delivery of a new duct of heavier mate
rial is scheduled fo r May. 

• F-J04 
Engine thrust loss resulted in project " Hardcore" to 

moderni ze, redesign and refit the engine. Engines are 
to be modified through a depot turn-around program. 
The goal is to have the first 75 engines modified by 
30 June. 

A new compressor blade i being developed to alle
viate corro ion, thereby reducing the probability of 
compressor stalls. 

In 1961, n ose gear shimmy on land ing and takeoff 
caused external stores release, blown nose gear tires 
and nose gear failure . Three TO modifications have 
been made to eliminate this problem. 
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• F-JOS 
Cycl ic testing of the ai rframe disclosed failure of the 

aft wing attaching frame . More rigid inspection re
quirements have been established and the contractor is 
conducting a testing program to determine the cause 
and fi x. 

Doubt as to the possibility of safe tlwough-the-canofJY 
eject1:on resulted in authori zation of a test to re olve 
this question. 

Installation of a standby attitude indicator systelll has 
been proposed as a result of numerous failures of the 
present sy tem. 

Tab loc i~ failures of compressor blades occurred on 
two occasions, one resulting in a major accident. Modi
fied tab locks were installed during the "Sun Dial" 
overhaul project. Engines which were not processed 
through "Sun Dial" are schedul ed for 600 hours before 
tab lock modification. 

N umerous incidents and one maj or accident resulted 
from autopilot failures. A TO has been i sued requir
ing that all aircraft involved in uncontrolled o cillation 
incidents be impounded for investigation. System modi
fications are being made with completion elate set for 
this month . 

• F-J06 
Fai lures within constant speed drive system have re

sulted in AC power fai lure, loss of fuel boost pumps 
and resultant engine flameout. Installation of a hopper 
in No. 3 tank, a gage for this tank and an air turbine 
generator are slated for completion during 1962. TO 
modifications and test projects are also aimed at im
proved reliability. 

Improved No. 3, 4 and 5 bearing seals have been in
stalled in J -75 engines due to past bearing seal failures. 

• F-J02 
A tanclpipe system is being incorporated to reserve 

oil for engine operation in the case of constant speed 
drive fai lure. As of the end of 1961, approximately one
third of the fl eet had been modified . 

Rupture of speed bra!?e hoses is being corrected 
through installation of high pressure hose to replace 



medium pre sure hose. Kits are expected to be available 
about June. 

Unsnubbed launcher extensions have resulted in in
flight loss of weapons system evaluator missiles and 
damage to G R missiles and launcher rail s during un
snubbecl extens ions. New selector valves, designed to 
overcome this problem, are being cleliverecl. 

Attitude indicator failur es have necessitated develop
ment and testing of a standby instrument. Ac\aption of 
the new system to DC is underway with February 1963 
the expected delivery elate to tactical units. 

E leven accidents in 1961 were attributed to landing 
gear failure . Modification is to start this month at the 
rate of 35 aircraft per month. 

• T-33 
Turbine buckets. In the first six months of 1961 , 

53,310 buckets were rem ved as un erviceable. During 
the year 41 EU Rs ,,·ere received at this headquarter 
and five major accidents were experienced from this 
cause. A new turbine bucket is under test at OCAMA, 
with te ts to date indicating that this may be the 
answer. 

• T-39 

Transitioning pilots with backgrounds in lower, re
ciprocating aircraft are proving a problem. Cognizance 
of thi s fact is st ressed as a safety measure. 

An aft center of gravity shift when the aircraft is 
flown nose-high is being watched fo r safety of flight 
implications. The CG change is cau eel by fuel flowing 
to outer extremities of the swept-back wings when 
tanks are not full. 

FOD to compressor sections due to ice ingestion i 
particularly acute in aircraft equipped with mall di
ameter tu rbojet engines. The aircraft is currently re
stricted from fl ight in known icing conditions. * 

SNOI1:»11:1111 · 

Reel Messages 
Here is a list of films available at the Air Force 

Film Library Center. Installations may order d irectly 
from the center, the address of which follows , Air 
Force Film Library Center, 8900 So. Broadway, St. 
Louis 25, Missouri . 
• FLI G HT SAFETY C-130 . FTA 491a. 11 -min . B&W. 
Em e rgency situations during ground operations of C-
130A a irc raft , such as e ng ine fi re d uring start, taxi 
or shutdown, tail p ipe fire (torching) during sta rt, ga s 
turbine co mp ressor fire , DC power fa ilure duri ng first 
engine start, nacelle overhea t, normal brake system 
failure . 
e FLIGHT SAFETY C-130. FTA 4 9lb . 14- min . B&W . 
lnflig ht e mergen cy proced ures: e ngine fi re o r over
hea t, high tu rb ine inle t temp, in fl ight doo r wa rning, 
elevator tri m ta b fa il ure, eng ine driven hyd ra ulic 
pump fai lu re, engi ne d rive n AC ge nera to r fai lure . 
• FLIGHT SAFETY C-130. FTA 491d . 12-min . B&W. 
Corrective proce dures for emerge ncies durin g in
fl igh t ope ra ti ons: engi ne overheat o r fi re, prop ma l
func tio ns, e ngin e d ri ve n hydraul ic pump o r AC g e n
e ra tor fa ilure an d ill um ina ti o n of doo r wa rn ing 
light s. 
• FLIGHT SAFETY C-130. FTA 491 e. 12-min. B&W. 
Basic funct ions of Collin s Inte grate d Fl ig ht Syste m 
Instru me nts (IFS) : a pp roa ch horizo n, cou rse ind icato r 
and vertical gyro- mon itor. 
• FLIGHT SAFETY C-130. FTA 491f. 14112-min . B&W. 
A typ ical nav igat iona l man e uver d e monstrat ing op
eratio n of In teg ra te d Fl ig ht System iiFS). Shows how 
in tegra tion of na viga tional a tti tud e instruments in to 
two ma jor units si mpl ifi es use of the sys te m. 
• FLIGHT SAFETY C-130. FTA 491g . 15112-min . B&W. 
N ucl ea r Weapons Handl ing Procedu res (SECRET RE
STRICTED DATA fil m). 
• EXTENDING JET HORIZONS. SFP 1086. 27-min. 
Calor. Traces de velopm e nt of KC- 135 tan ker and its 
ability to re fu e l aircraft at high spe ed s and altitudes. 
• AIR FORCE NEWS REVIEW. Nr 66. AFNR-66. 14-
mi n. 8&W. Covers sub jects a s: lon g Pass prov id es 
tra ining e xerci se; a irm inde d town has own f . l 02; 
reserves demonstrate read iness va lue; a irm en make 
tre k for tots; T-38 Talon jo ins ATC; ATC notches AF 
cag e crown ; and a irm en launch Blue Scout. 
• FLIGHT SAFETY C-133A. FTA 480c. 20-min. B&W. 
Prefl ight check , inspec tion of exterio r, top-of-wing s, 
an d inte rior of cargo compartm e nt of th e C-133A. 
• MACE WEAPON SYSTEM SAFETY. FTA 507a. 8-
min. B&W. Cove rs saf e ty practices to be fallowed in 
a sse mbly and tran spo rt ope ratio ns of th e TM-76A in 
th e Mace Weapon Syste m. Shows tran s- launche r and 
cran e operation . 
• MACE WEAPON SYSTEM SAFETY. FTA 507b. 10-
min. B&W. Illu strates procedures fo r initial in spec
tio n and safe grounding of th e TM-76A weapon sys
tem. Incl udes inspection of a irfram e, power recep
tacl es, tu rb ine buckets , radom e, aft uplocks, stab iliz
ers a nd testing eq uip men t. De mo nstrates how to 
gro un d the missi le, la unching pad a nd rada r va n to 
prevent bu il d up of stat ic electricity. 
• MACE WEAPON SYSTEM SAFETY. FTA 507c. 10-
min. B&W. O utlines procedures fo r engaging the 
power ta keoff , making the power pack check, and 
handling ca bles during testing operations an the 
TM-76A weapo n system . 
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In fairness to the many support facilities that have 

PREVENTED accidents, and in deference to those who cry 

" UNFAIR " when they read this, we hasten to emphasize 

that there is no intent to castigate any service. THE ONLY 

POINT IN RUNNING AN ARTICLE OF THIS KIND IS THAT 

IT MAY CAUSE READERS TO EXAMINE THEIR OWN 

HOUSE AND MAKE SURE THEIR FACILITIES, TECHNIQUES 

AND PROCEDURES ARE IN ORDER . This magazine exists 

for only one purpose, occident prevention, and is obli
gated to present information of occident prevention 

value-even when, at times, such information is not pleas
ant . Often there ore extenuating circumstances in acci
dents (there were in this case), but extenuating circum-
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stances don 't bring bock destroyed a ircraft and cre ws. 

If any of the cost of such accidents as this one is to be 

defrayed it will be through publicity of the facto rs caus

ing the occident in the hope that others will not repeat 
the same mistakes. 

• • • 

L
ate one summer afternoon an F-106 began a 
penetration through thunderstorm cluttered skies 
at a midwestern base. Thirty-eight tension

packed minutes were to elapse before this aircraft 
was to destroy itself in a nose-low, vertical-bank 
crash into farmland. 

This accident, like so many, should never have oc
curred. Primarily it stemmed from the fact that moni
toring supervisors failed to divert the pilot to a suitable 
alternate when weather deteriorated below the mini
mums established for this type aircraft. 

But the diversion wasn't directed, the pilot was never 
informed that weather was below minimums (and he 
didn't ask) and the F-106 cut low altitude paths 
through the storm in a vain effort to find the base. 
Finally, the tragedy that can result from failure to 
comply with directives was again illustrated, this time 
in a smoking hole in a farmer's field. 

The fact that this was an F -106 had little bearing 
on the accident. Under the same circumstances it could 
have happened to almost any aircraft. Under similar 
circumstances it has happened to many aircraft. 

Becau e such accidents have happened, and can hap
pen again, directives such as those spelling out weather 
minimum criteria have been written. 

But even though the penetration had been in
itiated, the seriousness of the situation should still be 
recognized and action taken. Yes, the situation was 
eventually recognized and action was taken-more of 
the same, NON SUPPORT OF THE PILOT. 

A
mong the contributing factors was late coordina
tion by the Sector as to the type of penetration 
to be used. This caused a delay of 10 to 11 

minutes which, in turn, cost more fuel and allowed 
weather to deteriorate further. (The first four aircraft 
of the mission had cancelled IFR and penetrated VFR 
because of a large thunderstorm in the vicinity of the 
GCI-GCA gate.) 

One other item before we get down into the thunder
storms with the F -106. P rior to penetration fuel gauge 
malfunctions had been experienced, but gages wer" 
again normal when penetration was started. 

From over the T ACAN the aircraft was given two 
vectors, the second a dog-leg to final. AC power failure 
then occurred and the pilot requested a no-gyro ap
proach. The turn to final was slow; the pilot could not 
establish contact on final controller frequency (channel 
17) and had to go back to channel 16. Contact was 
reestablished 38 seconds after he had rolled out of the 
turn. The aircraft never appeared on precision radar 
and was given a turn to crosswind leg for another at
tempt. Local weather was now indefinite, 500 obscured, 
visibility one mile in heavy thunderstorm. Due to poor 
internal coordination and lack of a simultaneous weather 
display system for GCA, the controller was unaware of 
the latest observation and could not pass it to the pilot. 



After starting his turn for another pass, the pilot re
ported he could again make turns to headings. Now, 
however, he experienced complete fuel gauge failure. 

On this second pass the pilot was given a surveil
lance approach with headings and initial descent in
struction without subsequent range and altitude calls. 
The pilot was not advised of the type of approach. 
Radar lost contact at approximately 10 miles due to 
heavy precipitation. The aircraft was advised of lost 
contact and continued approach as near minimums as 
was possible on standby instruments. The aircraft 
crossed the field 200 to 300 feet over the runway. 

This is probably as good a point as any to inter
ject just what failure of the AC system meant 
to this pilot. All aircraft fuel boost pumps, air

speed-mach indicator, altitude-vertical velocity in
dicator, pitch and yaw dampers, and windshield 
anti-fog and anti-ice were inoperative. Other sys
tems are also lost, but are not pertinent to this accident. 
Loss of fuel boost pumps requires the pilot to maintain 
a nose-high attitude with a minimum of deceleration to 
prevent flame-out. Loss of vertical instruments degraded 
the ai rcraft's a ll-weather capability to a great extent. 
Standby altimeter and airspeed indicators a re difficult 
to read. Interpretation is particularly difficult just prior 
to landing, as the runway must be brought into the pilot's 
instrument cross check. In addition, loss of the vertical 
speed indicator prevents accurate descent control on 
GCA final. Slow changeover from normal power to the 
emergency power package at a critical time on the first 
approach would account for the pilot's overshooting 
the turn to final. 

During the second missed approach the pilot reported 
seeing the runway, but he was unable to keep it in sight. 
He asked radar to bring him around for a landing the 
opposite direction. He stated that indications were he 
was out of fuel, and he believed it. (Two previous 
writeups on the fuel gauge system on this aircraft were 
inadequately cleared. ) The pilot was given clearance 
to land the direction requested and winds were passed 
to him . Twenty seconds later the pilot asked whether 
or not they were going to bring him in. This time, the 
pattern controller, identifying the aircraft 40 miles 
from the base and not knowing of the pilot's request for 
a landing the opposite direction, directed the final con
troller to give the aircraft a right hand pattern toward 
an a rea of lighter precipitation. 

The pilot reported to operations (same frequency) in 
the clear and low on fuel and considering attempting a 
landing on a road or in a field. It was determined only 
one low fuel light was on and the pilot was told to try 
another approach. Radar operators gave the aircraft 
a very tight, low fuel approach and were unable to place 
the a ircraft in a position to land. The aircraft was de
scended to 177 feet above the terrain in turn to final. 
The pilot reported sighting some houses and trees, but 
not the base. He continued final approach heading for 
one minute and forty-five seconds at low altitude, then 
was directed to climb to 2500 feet . During this period 
the pilot requested a vector to land the opposite direc
tion, but radar did not have contact. 

After climb to 2500 feet conversation between the 
pi lot and operations disclosed that the second low fuel 
warning light had come on. A second ai rcraft was now 
on the frequency and the pilot mistakenly answered a 

call to this second aircraft and took up a heading given 
the other aircraft. This took him still farther from the 
base. Finally the aircraft was identified 22 miles from 
the base. More conversation with operations ensued. 
Six minutes elapsed between the last missed approach 
and the next turn back toward the base, which followed 
a query by the pilot. 

W
hile the F-106 is returning toward the base, 
let 's consider radar controller NON-SUPPORT 
listed in the report. 

• The radar controller did not advise the aircraft 
that he was using circular polarization. 

• The pilot was not advised of the type of approach 
being conducted. 

• Rapidly deteriorating weather was not passed to 
the aircraft. 

• Single channel capabilities were not provided. 
• The ai rcraft was de cended below minimum alti

tudes. 
• After the second approach the pilot was not ad

vised that radar service could not be provided due to 
heavy precipitation returns. 

• Coordination between radar controllers was in
adequate during critical phases of the approach. 

• U nauthorized transmissions by other agencies on 
air traffic control frequencies possibly interfered with 
normal air traffic control. 

• The weather radar operator was required to in
form the operations officer of the development and 
movement of the thunderstorm area to a position over 
the base but failed to do so. 

Here are some facilities considerations that con
tributed to NON SUPPORT of the pilot. 

• Lack of adequate approach lights. 
• Failure of telautograph facility for local weather 

dissemination. 
• Lack of a hot line from the weather radar ob

server to unit operations. 
• Lack of simultaneous weather dissemination to the 

radar unit and control tower. 
E ight miles from the base the event f0retold by the 

fuel warning lights occurred. The pilot's desperate, 
thirty-eight minute attempt to get into the below mini
mums, thunderstorm-swept base came to an end. The 
F-106 flamed out from fuel exhaustion. The pilot 
zoomed up and ejected. 

Even then he almost didn't make it. The ejection 
seat became entangled in the pilot chute. Considerable 
oscillation occurred and once the main canopy collapsed, 
reopening just before the pilot reached the ground. 

Rescue personnel experienced considerable difficulty 
in locating the crash scene. They went first to a fire 
caused by a lightning strike of a barn. Fortunately, the 
pilot wa only dazed and managed to get up and reach 
a fence ahead of inquisitive pigs. 

The destruction of a modern fighter in a farmer 's 
field on that July afternoon is only one in a series of 
accidents that prove again that procedures ignored 
cause accidents. This one just happened to be a little 
more spectacular than some due to the pilot's ability 
to keep his aircraft flying until the last drop of JP-4, 
despite gross examples of NON SUPPORT by those 
directly charged with supporting him. * 
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It wasn't just a dark and dis
mal night. No, this was really 
a bad night. The skies were 

erupting in all quadrants and 
the time between lightning strikes 
was getting uncomfortably short
er. The "what am I doing up 
here" feeling was becoming 
stronger every minute. 

I had worked like the devil figur
ing that ftight plan. Sure it was 
1107 nautical miles to my destina
tion, but I had some 40 knots of 
tailwind to help me and at 40,000 
feet I'd be manufacturing fuel. This 
wa just the type of ftight to whet 
the old appetite of this famous T
Bird pilot. And besides, my desti
nation was clear. With a setup like 
this, a hot jock just couldn't lose. 
Everything was okay until-but, I 
digress-Anyway, there I was some 
106 miles short of my destination 
at 41,000, balancing that Tweety
Bird with caresses fit only for the 
tenderest sweet young thing. I had 
e timatecl the tops of the thunder 
bumpers to be some 10 grand above 
me, and I'd long since witnes eel 
that minimum fuel number slide by . 

Just as I had decided to get smart 
and change my destination to a big 
Air Force base within 20 miles of 
my position, the private world of 
this blow plane jock started to cave 
in. Somebody down there didn 't like 
me. My omni-equipment couldn't 
pick up that nav-fix that served my 
new destination (were they shut
ting down the navaids ?) . Talk 
about cold beads of . . . if I'd 
had on one of those anti-submersion 
suits, I 'd have drowned in my own 
sweat. "Call 'em," I said, and call 
'em I did. That airman's voice 
sounded like a million dollars until 
after I'd req uested immediate radar 
assistance and he said that his radar 
was out. I then requested an im
mediate DF steer and penetration. 

H e advised that his DF, TVOR, 
Homer and Low-F requency Range 
had been knocked off the air by a 
severe electrical storm. Nobody had 
me except the Lord and He was 
preparing me for one of those "once 
in a lifetime experiences." I knew 
I was in deep trouble because when 
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d . ? ? ? ... or oes zt . .. 
I decided to come up on 243.0 me, 
I was already on it. How or when 
I switched to guard chan nel I' ll 
never know. 

Then from out of the ozone at 
2226Z on that creepy, hideous night 
came a voice saying, "AF Jet 1234, 
this is Podunk Tower. \Voul cl you 
like any assistance?" I, quick like 
a bunny, replied "Affirmative," and 
then heard my Ai r Force friend 
whose navaids had been knocked 
out say, "Poclunk, AF Jet 1234 is 
a ll yours to handle." My new-found 
friend told me to turn to 220 de
grees magnetic and requested my 
fuel state. I replied, "Sixty-five gal
lons." He then wanted to know how 
many minutes 65 gallons was worth , 
and I told him 15 minutes. This boy 
was th inking, and that was good, 
because I had long since lost my 
ability to think. My actions were 
automatic, and if any actions were 
omitted, I'd soon fi nd myself deeper 
in thi s dilemma. 

\ iVhen I reported steady on 220 
degrees he turned me farther left 
to 200 degrees and told me that I 
was on a straight-in penet ration to 

run way 20 at Podunk Ai rport. He 
then gave me a ll essential landing 
info rmation, i.e .. fie ld elevation , al
timeter setting, runway length and 
minimum safe altitude northeast of 
the field. \Vhen I rogered th is trans
mission I gratefully said, "Old Bud
ely, I'm all yours." Shortly there
after, I was again told that the 
minimum safe alti tude was 3500 
feet and that the ceiling was 2500 
feet but because my controller knew 
the terrain over which I was de
scending, he was going to descend 
me to 2500 feet in an effort to break 
me out of clouds into VFR condi 
tions. He also advised me that in the 
event my altitude was not low 
enough at station passage, he would 
reverse my penetration course for 
a straight-i n approach to Runway 
02. This controller was really with 
me. In fact , he was thinking ahead 
d me and doing some real valid 
planning. But I was stewing in a 
tall sweat. In the fi rst place, I'd 
never heard of this airpatch, and in 
the second place, I was talking to 
an FAA man who was bringing me 
in on DF. I'd never heard of FAA 



people working DF equ ipment. Of 
course, this man being my last hope 
sort of guaranteed him my uncli
viclecl attention . 

Finally, I couldn 't stand the strain 
another second so I asked him, 
"How far out am I?" H e answered 
that clue to my low fuel state he 
didn't feel it practicable to make the 
90 degree turn necessary to check 
the distance by formula. I ran this 
answer through the head bone in 
two milli econcl s and concurred 
This joker and I had been to the 
same school ; we both knew those 
t ime and distance fo rmulas. 

At 2234Z I thought that I was 
below the clouds at 2500 feet, but 
you guessed it-that neglected auto
matic action. After being coldsoaked 
at 41 ,000 and making a rapid de
scent, I wa as blind as the old owl 
at high noon. As I was frantically 
starting my de-icing and de-fogging 
systems, I heard my controller sing 
out, "I have you in vi ual contact 
10 mil es north-northeast, recom
ment that you land on Runway 02. 
I am ra ising the barrier fo r you .. , 
F ly boy , you can take it from me, 
sweeter words were never heard! I 
got a small hol e cleared on the can
opy and set her down on that strip 
with less than three minute of fuel 
remammg. 

A hair-raisin g s tory? Yes, but 
t he facts are as fo llows: 

1. Thi s story i true; times and 
conditions a re factual. P lace and 
name a re omitted. Source of in
fo rmation- F A Flight Assist Re
port. 

2. Thi s T -33 was aved, and who 
knows-perhap even the pilot's life 
was saved. 

3. In a "stranger than fict ion" 
setting, the FAA controller who 
performed th i ave was called upon, 
exactly two hours later, to repeat 
virtually the ame perfomance with 
another USAF T -33. Again he ac
complished an outstanding save and 
has been highly commended for his 
knowledge and practical u e of DF 
procedures and in the manner in 
which he hand led the e emergencies. 

Remember, regardless of how so
phisticated the aviation business 
gets, common sense adequately ap
plied to your flight planning will 
assu re you a minimum of person
a li zed ha iry tales. * 

Maj John W. Cunnick, Ill, USAF 
Federal Aviation Agency 

BIRD 

Few, if any, pi lots have e caped the exasp~ration _of 
speaking in to a dead mike. On~ s~ffers a b1 t of dis
comfiture when seeking the destmat10n he knows cle_rn 
well is underneath all that billowy softness of wh1te 
undercast, esr ecially after he gets nothing but silence 
in reply to all that talk into his oxygen mask. On the 
other hand, if one has operational navigational eq_uip
ment, he (and his machine) experienc~s only a m1_nor 
inconvenience in most cases. One s1mply exeroses 
patience, monitors the voice component of the nav ap
paratus, and if controller per onnel show a reluctance 
to broadcast blindly into the ether, the approach maneu
ver is executed, commencing at the time listed in the 
appropriate section of the clearance sheet. Seems rather 
simple for the driver and his machine-but hesitate and 
reflect for a few moments on the the far reaching effect. 
The civi l carri ers and their pa sengers suffer, and one 
might add , not stoically, the inconvenience of waiting 
and diverting when a ir space mu t be vacated or made 
available to accommodate a machine which ha suffered 
radio fai lure. The cost to the carrier which is diverted 
or delayed is a consideration easily calculated, but 
what about the hundreds of travelers? Indeed, it would 
be in terest ing if a meticulous accounting could be made 
of the dollar lo ses alone which were u tained by 
them. Of course thi can not be done, but one thing is 
known: A LOT OF PEOPLE H AVE BEE~ MAD! 

Obviously the FAA wa censured by irate car:iers 
and passengers, resulting in a survey of the com-failu re 
problem in 1959 and again in 1961. The data painted a 
di smal picture for USAF aircraft, and- of course, con
siderin o- her mission-our old T -Bird held a command
ina- lead. The two surveys showed nearl y identical fail
Ul~ rates with the A ir Force contributing 79 per cent 
of the total fai lure . The T -Bird contributed 48 per cent 
of the total failures. 

H eadquarter · SAF was app ri sed of the FAA sur
vey and has since dictated policies and procedures 
wh ich, if followed, will all eviate communication failures 
in USAF aircraft. A n unclas ified mes age concerning 
this subj ect was dispatched from H eadquarters USAF 
on 7 February 1961, and is quoted in part: "Pilots of 
T -33 aircraft when reporting on AFTO Form 781A a 
disc repancy that involved loss while in flig!1t of two-_way 
U HF communications (complete, tran m1t or rece1ve) 
will state also whether the fli ght was being conducted 
on a VFR or IFR flight plan at the time the difficulty 
was encountered. Note: the type of fli ght plan rather 
than weather conditions is to be indicated." 

The Air Force has a strong desire to resolve this 
problem. To do o will take the combined effort of all 
personnel a sociated with this fly ing business-from the 
guy who makes the radio part to the pilot who uses 

it. * 
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S
tar ting his final approach at about 1500 feet, a 
pilot finds himself heading into a stiff wind. 
Because the wind provides a substantial part of 

the necessary airspeed, he throttles back his engines. 
Suddenly, a few hundred feet above the ground, the 
wind dies. Only a fast increase in power prevents the 
airplane from stalling and crashing. 

Right? 
Or is this right? Starting final into a stiff wind the 

pilot finds he has to carry extra power to bring his 
plane up to the runway. Suddenly, a few hundred feet 
from the ground, the head wind dies out. Only a fast 
decrease in power prevents the aircraft from overshoot
ing. 

Or how about this version? Starting final into a 
stiff wind the pilot finds he has to carry extra power to 
maint:'1in a normal glide path toward the runway. Sud
denly, a few hundred feet from the ground, the wind 
dies. Only a fast increase in power prevents the air
plane from stalling and crashing. 

If there is any doubt in your mind as to which of the 
three cases above is correct (or if there is no doubt, 
but you are wrong), read on. There are things you 
should know about wind shear. 

• NORMAL GLIDE PATH 
Figure 1 il lustrates a normal glide path profile with a 

3 degree glide path from the glide slope unit crossing 
the outer marker at 1000 feet. This gives a glide slope 
distance of 3.14 nautical miles from the outer marker 
to touchdown point. For our typical case we have chosen 
headwinds of 20 knots at 1000 feet and 10 knots on the 
surface. Speed selected is 140 knots over outer marker, 
tapering to 120 knots at touchdown. These conditions 
are considered as typical and will be used as standards 

AR 
for analyzing abnormal wind conditions in later exam
ples. 

From Figure 1 we can compute that the elapsed time 
from outer marker to touchdown in this case is 1.64 
minutes, which results in an average ground speed of 
115 knots and an average rate of descent of 610 feet 
per minute. Also, normal airspeed deceleration from 
outer marker to touchdown is 20 knots and the ground 
speed deceleration in this case is 10 knots. The change 
in ground speed becomes a very important consideration 
when analyzing abnormal wind shear conditions because 
it involves the problem of rapidly accelerating or decel
erating an aircraft mass of up to 150 tons during the 
landing approach. 

• TAILWIND APPROACH 
In Figure 2 we consider an abnormal tailwind ap

proach in which a 40-knot tailwind exists at the outer 

FIGURE ONE 
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FIGURE TWO 

marker with a zero surface wind. As can be computed 
in this case, the average ground speed from the outer 
marker to touchdown is 150 knots, which results in 
an elapsed time of 1.24 minutes and an average rate of 
descent of 800 feet per minute for a precisely executed 
approach. Comparing this example with Figure 1, we 
see that while the ai rspeed is decelerated 20 knots in 
both cases the ground speed in the latter case must be 
decelerated 60 knots in a faster time than the 20 knot 
deceleration in the normal approach of F igure I. This 
is the root of the problem, for whenever the wind en
vi1·onment changes faster than the aircraft mass can be 
accelerated or decelerated, the wind variations 11111st be 
reflected by changes in airspeed. In the tailwind situa
tion depicted in Figure 2, should the pilot be unable to 
decelerate his aircraft in the faster time required he 
would find his airspeed had increased, very likely he 
would have gone above glide path in an effort to hold 
desi red airspeed, and he would have to go around. (As
suming. of course, he wisely resists the temptation to 

land long.) One more point, the more gradual the shear 
the more likely the pilot is to be able to decelerate to 
remain on glide path and at desired indicated airspeed . 

• HEADWIND APPROACH 
In Figure 3 we take up the strong headwind-aloft 

condition. In this case we have a 40-knot headwind over 
the outer marker and a zero component on the ground. 
In this case we find that the average ground speed from 
outer marker to touchdown is 110 knots, which resul ts 
in an elapsed time of 1.7 minutes and an average rate of 
descent of 580 feet per minute for a precisely executed 
approach. In comparing this situation with the normal 
profile approach depicted in Figure 1, we see that in the 
headwind shear approach the aircraft ground speed 
must be accelerated by 20 knots during the final ap
proach instead of the normal 10 knot deceleration. 
U nless this acceleration is accompli shed, the ai rcraft 
will sink below the glide slope and land hort of the run
way. Occasionally the shear will not be gradual, but 

FIGURE THREE 
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FIGURE FOUR 

will occur rapidly. If the speed f~ll_s below stall sp~ed 
the aircraft wi ll lose altitude unttl tt crashes or Aytng 
speed is recovered. Time required for acceleration to 
Aying speed may exceed that available. To ill ustrate, 
following are calculations for a particular aircraft. Con
ditions are: altitude 1000 millibars, power settmg con-
tant. air speed 100 knots, headwind 20 knots. \ iVhen 

the aircraft is instantaneously placed in calm air the 
times to accelerate to the indicated ground speeds are: 

80 knots -- 0 second 
86 knots-- 39.9 econd 
90 knots -- 77.5 seconds 
96 knots-- 175.5 seconds 

Th is computation confirms test run with a Constella
tion in tabili zed Right at constant altitude near the stall
ing peed in which it wa found that nearly half a min
ute was required before an:v noticeable acceleration n•as 
observed following application of full power. 

It appears that·a safe landing speed from a headwind 
into a calm would be an airspeed equal to at least the 
sta ll speed plus the headwind component at approxi
mately 1000 feet above the urface. 

.-\ggravating the seriousness of a uclden decrease in 
headwind component on final approach is increased 
drag a angle of attack is increased to lower stall speed. 
\\"ith the pos ibility of entering the backside of the power 
curve ( more power req uired to Ay slower ). 

Pi lot of propeller ai rcraft have a considerable advan
tage clue to faster acceleration and a lowered power on 
tall speed due to increased air flow over the wi ng . J et 

pilots must rely on increa eel a irspeed alone. 
The uclclen loss of headwind component can also be 

disastrous on takeoff--takeoffs into thunderstorm shear 
area have provided several examples of thi 

FIGU RE FIVE 
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• WIND SHEAR IN TURNS 

The effect of encountering a wind shift du ring a turn 
deserves special mention becau e of the possibility in 
certain cases of its simultaneous occurrence with other 
conditions which could compound the hazard. Effects 
can be: a rapid drop in airspeed: a sudden increase in 
ano-le of bank caused by the ide component of the new 
wi~cl environment acting upon the wing dihedral, cl0\\"11 
drafts. An analysis of meterological conditions assoc i
ated with squall lines had led to the conclusion that the 
imultaneous occurrence of the three hazards could nor

mally be experienced in the Northern H emisphere onl y 
in a left turn. 

•GUSTY WINDS 
\Vhen winds are gusty the airspeed will vary in an 

amount equal to the difference between the lull and the 
peak gusts. For thi s rea on it is wise to carry a n added 
airspeed allowance in a gusty wind cond!tion to help 
prevent experiencing a clangerou ly low airspeed. Tht:> 
is particularly important during approache~ and wh_en 
circling clue to relatively hig-h drag of an atrcraft wtth 
ge.:11· clown, particularly when in a banked attitude. 
Operating procedures manuals spell out allowances to 
be made. usually on the order of half the value of the 
gustiness up to a specifi ed figure. 

• MECHANICAl.. SHEAR 

Normal aircraft flight paths can be affected by wind 
Aow changes near the urface due to buildings, cliffs, 
hi lls, seawalls and other features that alter wind pat
terns . Shear can be troublesome when a cro vvind is 
suclenly blocked out and the pilot must make rapid cor
rections to land in the center of the runway. Down
drafts, particularly when encountered just short of the 
runway threshold , require immediate counteraction on 
the part of the p ilot. T urbulence may or may not be 
associated with mechanical hear. Advance planning 
will minimize the surprise factor and promote more 
rapid and positive counteraction techniques. 

• VERTICAl.. WIND GRADIENT 

Due to reductions in wind speeds at lower levels clue 
to surface fr iction, wind peed gradually increases from 
g round level up to the gradient level where surface 
friction is no longer effective. Another characteri tic of 
wind gradient is the change in wind direction at low 
levels. In the fr ee atmosphere the wind bl ows approxi-

, 
• 



mately parallel with the isobar , the lower pre ure 
being to the left: but, in addition to reducing the wind 
speed, surface friction also cau e the wind direction 
below the g rad ient level to Aow somewhat across the 
isobars toward the lower pressure. As a resul t, the wind 
direction usually backs counter-clockwise from about 
3000 feet to 300 feet, the magnitude averaging 20 to 
40 degrees but reaching as much as 70 to 90 degrees in 
isolated cases. A ru le which may help in areas where 
,,·in c! Aow is nol materially affected by terrain features 
and ob ·tructions is: \ \Then the runway wind is from the 
right, and is nea rly a crosswind or has a tailwind co~
ponent , the grad ient wind u ually has a stronger taJI
\\'i nd component. An extreme situation of thi s type in a 
tight pressure grad ient could constitute an abnormal 
ta il\\'ind-shea r condition for aircraft using this runway. 
S imi larl v the fr ictional shift of wind direction below 
the oTadi'ent level also increases the wind shear in a 
head ,,·ind approach. In this case, descent below the 
rr radi ent level magnifie the decrease in headwind com
~onent, which tends to also decrease the ai rspeed unless 
ground speed is accelerated to correct for this factor . 

• LOW ALTITUDE WIND GRADIENTS 

\ Vi nci g rad ient effects normally I enefit an airplane 
duri ng takeoff, because a the plane climbs into increas
ing wind velocity the indicated air peed increases faster 
than the airplane actually accelerates relative to the 
ground. Just the oppo ite occurs on landing. A high 
level headwind that decreases as the ai rplane approaches 
the g round causes a decrease in indicated airspeed that 
could, under certain condit ions, a llow the aircraft to 
touch down ea rli er than expected. As the airplane de
scends to the runway some bleed off in airspeed should 
be expected. During the last portion of the descent, a 
pilot should be prepared to add considerable thrust to 
accelerate the airplane in case the airspeed bleed off due 
to \\'ind g rad ient is more than expected. F igure 4 shows 
\\'hat could happen were a pilot to hold the same air
speed as the wind fall s off 10 knots below 300 feet. A 
rule of thumb to partially compen ate for wind gradient 
is to add one half the headwind to the approach refer 
ence speed. allowing the airspeed to bleed off rather than 
attempt to hold the approach speed plus the one-half 
headwind and gust correction factor (maximum of 20 
knots total) . 

• LOW LEVEL JET 

The low level jet is a phenomenon most common over 
the Aat terrain of the Great Plains that reaches a maxi
mum during the middle of the night. In one reported 
rase. a t 1700 the wind at 900 feet was 28 mph, at 0300 
the next morning it had increased to 67 mph and at the 
same time the wind speed 30 feet above the ground was 
I 5 mph. Formation of thi s phenomenon is ti ed in with 
nocturnal inversions with wind above the inversion 
speeding up and g iving birth to the jet. Thi condition, 
beca use of its magnitude and occurrence close to the 
surface. poses a low level hear hazard to a ircraft. 

Shea r can also be expected from di -urnal cooling. 
The air close to the ground cool a nd settl es, some fog 
may form. and about sunri se the upper a ir starts to 
move with the resu lt that a low altitude shear-as much 
as 20 to 30 knots in 200 to 300 feet- results. Thi s shear 
condition normally dissipates quite rapidly. 

• CLUES 
Figure 5 provides an indication of clue to wind . hear 

that the pi lot can pick up in the pattern. Assumi~lg a 
calm, or near calm surface wind, if crabbing as dep1cted 
in A or B is nece sa ry, lateral shea r can be expected 
on final. If crabbing is required as depicted in C, a tail
wind component i pre ent at pattern a ltitude and over
shoot problems, as di scussed in the section on TAIL 
WIND APPROACH, should be anticipated. If crab
bing is required as depicted in D, a headwi~1d c~m
ponent is present and a short touchdown potent.1al exists 
if the gradient is large enough and occurs rapidly dur
ing the fina l app roach path. 

Shear can be anticipated whenever there is an inver
sion. (Fig. 6). Shear is al so a hazard potential w·ith 
frontal passage and in and near thunderstorms. Severe 
clown drafts associated with thunderstorms warrant 
delaying takeoff or landing when such storms a.r~ over 
or adjacent to the airfield. Shear should be antiCipated 
\\'hen taking off or landing over cliffs, water, in hilly 
terrain and with large buildings or trees adjacent to the 
runway. Normally, the severity of such low altitude 
wind shear bears a direct relationship to the surface 
wind speed. Don't overlook the help you can obtai n 
from the weather forecaster. Check with him before 
takeoff and, when you suspect shear, call him before 
making you r final ap1 roach. 

• ANSWERS 

By now we trust you have figured out which of the 
three condi tions posed in the beginning of thi s article 
is correct. Also, you may have clone some proj ected 
thinking a nd figured out that converse situations could 
exi t. Suppose you have calm air at pattern altitude, but 
a surface wind. For example, as you sta rt to Aare from 
your calm wind final approach you encounter a 1 5-knot 
headwind. Now you have 15 knots more speed to bleed 
c ff before reaching normal touchdown speed, and face 
a go-around or long landing ituation. And if the sur
face wind you encoun ter is a tailwind .. . you 've ar
ri vecl, ready or not. 

Apply wi nd shear hazard planning for the aircraft 
you Ay. vVhen you have trong surface headwind re
ported aim a bit farther clown the runway. Ground 
speed will be le s and roll out eli tance will be shortened. 
If hear is probable a rather A at approach has been rec
ommended by some in order to transition the shear a rea 
more slowly and allow more time for correction. If tak
ing off into suspected shear accelerate as rapidly a con
ditions permit until safely above stall peed. * 
CREDITS: This article is an adaptation of a 
Trans World Airlines technical bulletin, w ith ad
ditional source material from Boeing and Air Force 
publications. 
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READ 'EM RIGHT. • • 

Below, all weather runway includes basic runway markings plus threshold markings, landing zane markings (lines diminishing in number from four 
on each side of centerline to one) and side stripes . 

---~ .:::::::11 

Taxiway leading onto and along displaced threshold . 
No landings or takeoffs permitted . 
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Taxiway leading on to instrument runway. 
Holding line is shown in detail in inset. Instru 
ment runway markings differ from all weath 
er runway markings by not having landing 
zone markers and edge stripes. Chevrons on 
overrun (item 7, right) indicate sterile area
no operations of any kind . 

• 
HELICOPTER 

LANDING AREA 
The standard 32-foot triangular marker 

shall be placed in the approximat·e center of 
the touchdown area. The letter " H" shall be 
centered in the triangle as shown. The tri
angle shall always be oriented so that solid 
apex is pointed magnetic north . 

Where necessary or desirable to confine 
the actual touchdown area of the helicopter 
landing area to a comparatively small area, 
such as those specially constructed on roof 
tops, or specific portions of landing areas, 
the touchdown area should be clearly de
fined by a solid or segmented border at least 
on·e-foot wide. 

- · 

• 



Seems some of the jocks are having trouble de
ciphering the lines, dashes, arrows and chevrons painted 
on our runways and taxiways. There really shoudn't be 
any confusion but there continue to be cases in which 
aircraft are landing on taxiways and closed or inactive 
runways. 

The markings we now have are standardized anJ 
should be the same whether you are landing at a civil. 
Air Force or Navy field with the exception of those 
for displaced thresholds as explained in the accompany
ing drawings. Possibly you will find variations, but 

Basic runway showing numerical markings denoting magnetic direc
tion, centerline, threshold marker (solid horizontal stripe) and dis
placed threshold (overrun). Arrows on overrun indicate taxiing and 
takeoff are permissible. Landings are prohibited in this area . 

~--

these should conform after the next painting. Standard
ization was brought about by the Air Coordinating 
Committee and the markings are published in FAA 
Technical Standard Orders NlOb, N16b and N22a, and 
in AFR 91-17. The illustrations on these pages should 
clear up any misunderstandings as to these markings 
and help prevent such frowned upon events as landing 
on overrrun , operating on hazardous areas and the 
like. 

As we said, Air Force pilots should know these 
markings. But just in case ... 



T
oo often the aircraft accident prevention pro
gram is isolated from the training program or, 
at most, lip service is g iven the relationship 

that exists between the two. For example, one 
office of the operations complex contains the Safety 
Division, while across the hall, on another floor 
or even in another building may be an office for 
the Training Divison. Because of this physical 
separation of functions , a common tendency is to 
talk about the two-Safety and Training-out of 
different sides of the mouth. However, there can 
be no separation between the two. 

A sound and practical training program is a manda
tory prerequi ite for any effective aircraft accident pre
vention program, and basic to an effective training 
program is the instructor. Vve believe within our com
mand that the cornerstone upon which we can build 
our standardization-our afety program-is the in
structor. The more attention we give thi s individual 
the more spectacular results we can expect to achieve. 

Because of necessity, we cannot afford the luxury of 
waiting for the rare individual who is a natural born 
instructor. When he comes along, we're certainly 
pleased, but for the most part we must ascribe to the 
belief that good instructor are made, not born. There-

operating procedures, the prohibited maneuvers, and 
aircraft performance under all allowable conditions of 
flight. 

As ind icated earli er, total hours flying time is an in
dicator of possible technical knowledge, but not a re
liable one. Therefore we u e additional measures. In
dividuals selected as IPs must be fully qualified and 
current in the specific model a ircraft according to our 
transport operations manual. These requirements, I 
might add, are much more tringent than those required 
by the Air Force as a whole. In addition , the individual 
must maintain thi cur rency in order to remain on In 
structor Pi lot sta tus. This req uiremen t insures that the 
prospective JP is up-to-date on the procedures used by 
the command. 

It is not enough to demonstrate performance. We 
require the individual to demonstrate knowledge through 
written examination. Immediately prior to appointment 
as instructor, he is required to take and pa a written 
examination on these three phases : 

• Aircraft systems and emergency procedures. 
• Dutie and responsibilitie of hi s position. 
• Sim ulated aircraft emergency training (MR 51-5). 

These examinations tress more than factual type data. 

SELECTING AND TRAINING 
fore, our attention is directed to two vital aspects of the 
instructor program: selection a nd training. 

SELECTION. vVe are all aware of a tendency 
which existed in the past and till exists to some degree 
today, to select instructors on the basis of total flying 
hour or some other criterion. This standard auto
matically gave ol' Joe added pre tige by making him 
an instructor pilot, even though little effort was ex
pended to analyze that "time'' to see what ol' Joe really 
had clone or was capable of doing. Now, we would 
normally expect some of the desired instructor qualities 
to progress together with thi s time criterion but time 
alon can not be con iclerecl as a substitute for any 
specifi c quality. 

Today the qualiti es desired in an instructor are well 
known and are empha ized in most publications con
cerning instructor education and training. One clas ifica
tion of the e qualities, as put forth by P resident Mac
Donald of the Los Angeles City College, is as follows: 

o Job knowledge. 
o Knowledge of pedagogical techniques. 
o Knowledge of people ( human relations) . 
o Interest (desire to in truct) . 

Let's ee how our command applies and uses these 
quali ties in the selection of instructors in its aircrew 
instructor program. 

JOB KNOWLEDGE. Thi s factor requires th e 
individual to be thoroughly familiar with the respective 
aircraft's system and equipment, normal and emergency 
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They try to get at understanding " \!\Thy," \ !\THY must 
vve establish cer tain limits, or WHY this procedure is 
clone thi way. We believe this "\i\Thy" is most important 
because understanding is what our new pilots must 
have in order to apply or adapt to the constant changing 
environment we find ourselves in. 

The second facto r, knowledge of pedagogical tech
niques. refers to "What does he know about the art of 
teaching others?" An in structor pilot is basically a 
teacher, therefore, he must qualify under recognized 
teacher standards. He mu t plan hi s training period for 
most effective use of time and be able to evaluate student 
performa nce, motivate, and so on. In add ition to demon
strating thi ability we also require a written examina
tion covering understanding of these principles ju t a· 
we required for job knowledge. 

The third req uirement-that of knowledge of people, 
or human relations if you prefer-involves more than 
knowing the student's name. It concerns knowing the 
need of each student, being able to recognize mental 
states a nd the effect of these states, providing tuclents 
with status by showing sincere desire to help, a nd if 
we want to include other personal qualities such as tact, 
patience and under tanding, this is the place of applica
tion . Each commander is required to consider thi s factor 
in the selection of his instructors. 

The last requirement-interest or de ire to in truct 
is probably the most important one. Does the individual 
have the desire to instruct others? \1\Tith this characteris
tic, we believe he wi ll develop many of the other char
acteristics which might be lacking initially. 

• . 
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THE I. P. 

Let's review briefly the selecti on procedure which 
we follow in appointing our instructor . 

F irst, the individua l must be fully qualified a nd cur 
rent in his specific specialty. By meeting thi require
ment he will have a reasonable background of flying 
experience to have developed a desired standard of 
knowledge, judgment, and proficiency. 

Second, he will sati sfactorily complete written ex
aminations on educational principles, job understanding . 
and so on. 

Third, he will be recommended or approved by his 
com mander on his ability to get along with others a nd 
he will indicate his desire to instruct. 

To elect instructors for the MAT Training Wing. 
a board representing MATS Headquarters personnel, 
standarization, tra ining, and TTU personnel and stand
ard ization, meets annually at Command Headquarters, 
and selects pi lots from the entire command to provide 
advanced instructi on to MATS per onnel. Local wings 
and unit , although re tricted in source, will use es
sentially this same procedure. 

Once the selection process has been completed, we 
now begin our training phase. The following procedure 
is used in ou r training wing and while it may not be 
fo llowed exactly in each uni t, because of local facilit ies, 
it is the de ired direction in which we are progressing. 

The seven steps in our training phase are: 
First, completion of the In st ructo r Pilot's semi 

nar if not previously attended. Thi course, recently 
expanded, is our attempt to insure the second quality of 
an in t ructor-pedagogical knowledge, and to touch 
briefly on the basic a pects of the third quality-human 
relations. This IP seminar involves no flying other than 
the observation of a fully qualified instructor a he in
structs a student, but brings out through discussion 1 he 
areas of in truction to emphasize and those to avoid. \ Ve 
try to promote understanding and althouo-h we have no 
school solirtions, we often have comments from those 
attending, such as, " I see now why I had so much 
trouble with that student." Or, "I' ll know what to try 
the next time." 

Second, complet ion of a formal ground school 
course on the specific aircraft if not completed within 
the previous six months period. The value of refresher 
training is obvious. 

Third, complet ion of the flying phase of the 
regular pilot course. In this way the prospective IP 
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becomes aware of the student ide of the training pro
gram. This will provide an important feature of in
structor behavior needed for successful instruction
that is empathy. At the conclu ion of this phase he will 
be required to complete our MATS Form 4, Standard
ization Flight, to indicate current proficiency in all areas 
of flying his aircraft. 

structor aircraft commander's standardization flight (in 
both the aircraft and the simulator) given by the Squad
ron Chief of Standardization. 

F ourth , he will receive right-seat training- train
ing in demonstrating and in flying the aircraft from the 
position he will be in mo t of the time. This training 
also covers handling all emergencies from the right-seat 
po ition. 

Sixth, during all of thi s training he will be 
briefed on job course and training standards, near-miss 
and noise abatement policies and procedures, applicable 
regulations, SOPs and policies, student flight records, 
standarization forms, course curriculum, student criti
que forms and scheduling. 

F ifth , upon satisfactory complet ion of the fourth 
step, the instructor-to-be will complete: 

• At least two observational periods, watching a 
qualified instructor. 

Seventh and last s tep. Finally, when all of this 
has been completed a squadron and wing aircrew certi
fication and review board will make a decision as to 
whether the individual is ready for instructor duty or 
whether he needs additional training with the wing 
board making the final decision. 

• At least two ai rcraft flight periods of actual student 
instruction. 

• Two simulator periods of actual student instruction 
under the supervision of a flight examiner. Then he will 
satisfactorily complete our MATS Form 4 8M, in-

Upon completion of this program, our instructor pilot 
has been in training approximately 90 days. This train
ing has covered all aspects of his duties as an IP and 
he has received the utmost in care and attention. Being 
a safe pilot demands 100 per cent awareness and can 
only be obtained if we start at the beginning-with the 
instructor. * 

Colonel lloyd R. Humphreys, Commander 1707th ATW (MATS), Tinker AFB, Oklahoma 

C> 0 0 

HEADS UP- It has been a long time since the Air Force has 
lost a life from a person tangling with a spinning propeller . 
But we had one a while back that was too close for comfort. 
An Army officer nea rly ended his caree r when he walked into 
a rotating prop and was struck in the head by the tip. A quick
thinking crew chief is credited with saving his life . It happened 
th is way. 

The engines of a T-29 were operating while the crew awaited 
the arrival of additional passengers. The weather was stinking 
- temperature 15° , blowing snow. The passengers approached 
from the left and went around behind the aircraft and forward 
toward the entrance door located on the right side between 
the wing and the cockpit. The crew chief had been stationed 
between the rotating prop and the loading stairs as a precau
tionary measure to guide passengers aboard. As the Army 
officer neared the turning prop from the rear it was evident 
that he would walk in to it. Another passenger yelled a warn
ing which the Army officer apparently didn 't hear . The prop 
tip struck his forehead but before further injury was incurred , 
the crew chief risked his own life by leaping forward and shov
ing the injured man away from the propeller. 

The flight handbook requires that the passenger entrance 
door be closed prior to starting the right engine. Could this 
incident have been averted by a caution note in the handbook 
stating, " Do not load passengers while the right engine is 
operating?" Was it safe to station the crew chief near the 
loading door under these conditions? A dead engine is still 
the safest policy when loading passengers on this aircraft, 
regardless of a need to hurry. * 
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Posed photo show s p ro x>m>ty of victim and 
crew ch ief to sp inni ng p rope ll er. J a gged tea r 
in ha t test ifi es to nea r tragedy. 
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MOVING MINIMA 

B
efore you next approach the high station, pre
paratory to making an approach under minimum 
or near minimum weather conditions, it might 

be advantageous to know some of the reasons why 
weather will not be exactly as last reported. Knowledge 
of this kind won't help you hew to the centerline and 
glideslope any better, but it should provide strong in
ducement to never go below minimums, and to have 
missed approach procedures well in mind. 

Did you know that: 
Clouds, particularly low clouds, seldom have a 

smooth base. Tendrils, fragments and wisps usually 
hang down or move in patches under the main layer, 
particularly when winds are light. 

Poor visibility is frequently found under low clouds 
-fog, smoke, drizzle, rain, snow and reduction in 
amount of sunlight due to the cloud curtain. 

Height of the cloud bases is usually determined by 
a ceilometer of ceiling light. In either case, height is 
based upon the intensity of a reflected light beam di
rected vertically into the base of the cloud. The ver
tical penetration of the light beam will be variable, de
pending upon the density of the cloud. Further, deter
mination of the reported base is also dependent on 
observer technique. 

Time is an important factor. Rarely are weather 
conditions static. No matter how rapidly the ceilometer 
measures clouds in the approach zone, the values used 
in planning the letdown were derived from clouds that 
will have moved on before breakout on final. 

Heights of cloud bases, up to 5000 feet, are rounded 
off to the nearest hundred. This simply means that 
cloud height measurements could be 45 feet off, from 
this procedure a lone. For example, a ceiling measured 
as 155 feet is reported as 200. The observation made 
on this basis is that when the reported ceiling and the 
published minimum ceiling are the same a pilot 
not break out at the published minimum approximately 
40 per cent of the time. 

Allowable altimeter error is 75 feet. Correlate 
this with some of the above variances and another 
limitation leading to possible go-around is incorporated. 

Radio altimeters, if accurately calibrated, are reliable 
only when approaching over 4at terrain. Rising terrain, 
particuarly cliffside type approaches, can be disastrous 
if this instrument is interpreted literally. Another hazard 
is introduced when approaching over ice and snow 
covered surfaces as the radio altimeter cannot be ex
pected to give a true reading above such surfaces. 

Precipitation has adverse effects. Scope clutter 
because of precip makes target identification more 
difficult. If polarization is used to minimize precip 
clutter, probability of flight through areas of greater 
turbulence exists. 

Obstruction must be considered in any such treatise 
as this. When rain, snow, fog or dust totally cover the 
sky the observer uses the ceilometer in the same manner 
as when making cloud measurements. An example of 
such an observation would be W2X (indefinite ceiling, 
sky obscured, vertical visibil ity 200 feet). 

One other point- the observer can devote hi 
complete attention to his observation. He doesn't have 
to peer through a smeared windshield , listen to in
structions on a radio, crosscheck instruments, manipu
late controls, or work from a 100-knot plus platform 
as doe the man who must look at these same weather 
conditions from a slant range viewpoint. 

Next time, when you are planning an approach with 
weather reported at or near minimum , plan for a 
mi sed approach-and don 't be surpri sed if you make 
one. * 

Based on a.n article from "A-i1'scoop." 
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A
LL HANDS, "STANDBY TO STANDBY." By now I'm s ure that all you ' 106 
drivers are thoroughly briefed and rebr iefied on th e flam eout problem in the ", ix" 
following AC power failure. Many fixes are in the mill to cor rect thi s problem; un

fo rtunately, these improvements take time and we are forced to live with the situation for 
a while. In the interim, suppose you are faced with making a flameout landing in the F-106. 

A study of actual flameout approaches and landings (excluding fli ght test patterns) made 
in the bird revealed an interesting but unfortunate trend. All F - 106 (vertical instrument ) 
flam eout landings reported (made out of the flameout pattern) were short and generally 
hard. The culprit immediately suspected wa the Handbook practice SFO pattern (power 
settings, etc. ) . As a result of the short landings and the flam eout problem, Convair and the 
Air Force were asked to rerun the F-106 flam eout pattern to include actual flameout land
ings on a pre-determined spot with a pace F-106 ( instrumented) fl ying the wi ng, speed 
brakes out, to obtain Handbook data. This was done, and here's the story; 

The Handbook procedures of 81 per cent N ~ with speed brakes out for SFOs give a more 
severe condition than an actual flameout! In fact, 85 per cent N 2 rpm more closely approxi
mates actual flameout conditions. If the pilot uses the same technique as practiced in simulated 
fl ameouts, then he should land long-not short . So, let's go back and ask, " \iVhy the short 
landing by operational pilots?" 

F irst, it is suspected that practice SFOs were and are being flown by many pilots using 
the vertical tapes. This is extremely unreali stic training and has probably lulled many pilots 
into a " no appa rent perspiration" approach. Airspeed control in the flameout pattern is critical. 

Second, the use of standby ai rspeed and altitude indications is mandatory for all SFO ap
proaches! Difficul ty in reading these instruments was reported by all project pilots during 
the flameout tests . This is sustained by a wide scatter of airspeed points on all p ilots. With 
the "pros" fl ying the peanut gages under ideal conditions and having problems, picture 
fl ying a flam eout approach under less than ideal conditions on standby clocks when really. 
way dow n deep, you have not conscientiously practiced "no tape" SFOs. 

Some organizations, on their own, carry masking tape along in order to practice "no 
tape" fl ying. This is good. \Vhen the chips are down, be it fl ameouts, wea ther GCAs, and 
so on, these lads wi ll be in better shape to handle the situation. 

Many th ings are being worked out to give you help. Some of these items a re : relocation 
of the standby gage. recali bration of the standby airspeed ind icator to read out 80-400 kts 
rather than 80-800, add ition of a standby attitude gyro, and CSD/electrical system improve
ments too numerous to itemize here. As I said b ~fo re, these things take time. Meanwhile, take a 
look at your standby instrument training program: don't neglect the little gages. You'll 
p robably need them on that bad dark day when nothi11~ is going right. 

Captain Martin 0. Detlie, Defense Br., Fighter Div. 

THE GOLD RING. Some of you tigers may not remember the wonderful excite
m ent at the local county fa irs trying to grab th e gold r ing . \iVell , it went som ething 
like t h is : a pole was placed s trategically near the merry-go- ro und and hang ing 

thereon were a number of gold rings. As the merry-go-round rotated, the riders of the UfJ 

and down horses would reach out and try to grab one. This required considerable skill ami 
dex terity to say nothing of long anns. The few that came home with these rings were need
less to say, somewhat of local heroes. By this t ime, those of you who are still with me, 
are more than likely thinking that your dear old dad has flipped-and justly so. But hear me 
out, laddies, I am trying to make a message. This one involve tvYo young stal warts and a two 
seater '4. \ iVith all preflight procedures accomplished and ready to go, the start switches 
are activated, but no spark-starter ignition fa iled to fire . The pilots deplane, leaving their 
parachutes in the aircraft. Maintenance is performed a nd again they strap in ; this time 
she fi res up okay and they taxi out for takeoff. 

On take off the pilot experiences severe nosewheel shimmy, but gets her airborne. The 
vibration has caused many circuit breakers to pop and the radio is lost. The pilots elect to re-
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turn and land at home ba e. They make a fly-by, rocking the wings and enter a closed pattern 
with gear and flaps extended. On final as throttle is retarte I lightly, the "motor" stalls 
and fl ames out. Both pilots eject, but one pilot still had the gold ring. You guessed it. 
\ Vhen he hooked up his personal gear for the second time, he forgot to attach the gold ring 
on the parachute lanyard to the swivel link on the seat belt . As you all well know, thi s 
lanyard is attached to the parachute timer knob, also the zero lanyard i attached to the same 
knob. Therefore, the gold ring manually actuates (pull ) both the timer knob and D-ring 
(when zero lanyard is attached ). Times and fads have changed . Beli eve me, nobody today 
wants to come home with the gold ring in the event ejection is necessary. The problem here is 
the interrupted sequence of events. This as we all know causes one to become impatient, irri
tated, and somewhat frustrated, and results in the desire to make up time lost. The pilot in 
this case may have neglected the gold ring, having hooked it up once. Forget the lost time, the 
good times lie ahead. Make like the old pro, "hook it up- live it up.' ' Cheers! 

BREAK TRAFFIC AND RE-ENTER ... ouncl familiar , Clyde? \!\Tell dig this one 
-- th e mi ss ion, local test h p for min or ma intenance. Our intrepid birdman , being 
the conscientious type, tippytoes to th e weather shop to make sure of hi s intend ed 

" lccal YFR.'' The briefing goes like thi s : 4000 scattered. 10,000 cattered, wind 250j 7K. 
12 miles visibility, no change for the next two hours-make you feel good inside, doesn't 
it ? Takeoff at 0814, everything in the green, and the old "79 '' making like the proverbial 
Che hire Cat. 

Our hero now concentrates on the gages and makes wi1·h the numbers on the knee pad. 
Meanwhi le, back at the air patch (0900 ) the teller of tall tale , the man with the "blue 
kies up above" routine, goes to the window to get a poor pilot a forecast. Suffer ing suc

cotash! YVhat a ight befall s hi s steely blue . What manner of cloud i this approaching, o 
low, so thick, o you can't see through it , Jack? FOG-make with the ' 'Ameche"-call 'em 
back, like rat now! Our pilot replies smartly. "Roger. I hear you dad ," and commences the 
normal mach deuce letdown. With the field in sight he pu ll s the throttle from behind the 
instrument panel and call s "Three out on initial.'' ~ow laddies, hear this-guess what he 
heard in response? "B reak traffic and re-enter, I haYe a big bird in the pattern with YIPs 
aboard." 

At this point the fickle finger begins to write; in just four short minutes the air patch goes 
to zero zero. Our pilot tries the all weather Air Force bit and requests a GCA monitored 
IL approach. From YFR at two grand he penetrates on final, but at GCA minimums he 
can't make visual contact with the runway, and is informed to make like a missed approach . 
By this time (0917) the pilot feels everything is going clown but him-especially the JP-4! 
\Vith no joy at home base-what else, divert to Ba e "X" fifty miles away. You guessed 
it-the old sand in the hour glas runs out along with the go juice; he splashed 10 miles 
short. The pilot, bless his heart, ejected ok, but the sight of that once so pretty "4" brings 
tears to the eyes of your dear old dad. I am not going to make with the post mortems on 
this one, but gather 'round the "old pro" and turn the hearing aids way up. Here is the mes
sage : If things ain't just right, like weather loud and clear and if you ain't holding an extra 
Aa k with juice for that thirsty motor, then let 'em know, and with all clue respect, say: 
"Sorry, Tower, minimum fu el, extend the big bird and squeeze me in. " \Vhen everyone 
understands the problem, the answer is usually simple. YIPs are human- that's how they 
got to be YIPs. Remember, the little "Slivers" are hard to come by if you don't "sprecken 
ze deutch ," so try and save one for "old isch." I might untangle from thi desk some day. 
Cheers-Martini Time. * 

Maj. Daniel D. Hagarty, Tact~cal Branch, Fighter Division. 

"' .... .... 
0 
:t 

HELp I We mean it. We want your help . 

• 
Frequently during visits to Air Force 
bases, we come across local prac

tices or gadgets and ideas that help prevent accidents 
and injuries. Often these are the product of a brainstorm 
on that base and the unit is the only one in the Air Force 
using the idea. 

wheelwell of an F-1 00 . Then the pilot and crew chief can 
communicate during final preflight much more effectively 
than with the old hand signals . 

We think that sharing these ideas would benefit the 
entire Air Force. Through this sharing you might pick up 
items that you could use to good advantage. One of 
these-we caught it in a base newspaper-is an inter
com which the crew chief plugs into a receptacle in the 

Here 's where you come in. You can send these items 
to us for a new feature we ' re considering for this maga
zine . This featu re will depend on the items you send us 
and we ' ll give you credit. Please be brief and send along 
any illustrations you think will help. This is not to supplant 
the suggestion program so don 't send us untried ideas. 
Just those that are actually in use and have proved to be 
effective . You will be doing yourself and the entire Air 
Force a service. Let us hear from you soon .-Ed. * 
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CROSS-COUNTRY NOTES 
FROM REX RILEY 

O
n ~ex's last swing th rough the country during 
wh1d~ he landed primarily at fighter bases, the 

. quest1on almost invariably arose: whether to 
eJect or t_ry to de~d sti~k a century series fighter. Al
ways du_nng the d1scusswns came the question: what's 
the offic1al stand of the safety people at Norton? This 
caused Rex to go back and pull out a TWX that was 
sent to a major command in November 1961. It's time 
for all good single engine fighter troops to read it and 
remember it- won't hurt the supervisors and accident 
board members to remember it either. 

" Because of the critical nature of the maneuver, it is 
policy of Directorate, Flight Safety, that pilot factor not 
be charged as primary cause when aircraft accident in 
volving century series aircraft occurs during attempted 
flameout landing . In the main, it is considered advisable 
to eject from century series aircraft when flameout occurs . 
However, variables of pilot proficiency, airfield suitability, 
a i rcraft configuration and flight condition will alter this 
as set procedure. Therefore, ultimately the decision to 
eject or land aircraft must remain with the pilot. The prob
lem of precautionary landings out of flameout patterns is 
another matter. There are no valid data kept on number 
landings of this nature which are attempted . It is safe 
to assume, however, that they exceed by at least ten to 
one those attempted with engine or engines actually 
flamed out. In many instances these landings are occa
sioned by relatively minor problems such as malfunction
ing instruments. Therefore, capability to safely accomplish 
a landing out of a flameout pattern is necessity if precau
tionary landings are to be made when such minor prob
lems occur or when flameout seems imminent. In many 
current century series aircraft sink rates and aircraft con-

------·~ 
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trollability are such that even with an operat ing engine 
serious d ifficulties can be encountered which may resul t 
in an accident if the pilot involved does not possess a high 
level of proficiency. To achieve such proficiency it is 
necessary that simulated flameout patterns be practiced . 
Most critical part of flameout pattern is that portion below 
1000 feet at which aircraft is rotated and rate of sink is 
decreased for landing . This point is and must remain a 
matter of pilot judgment, and can only be recognized 
by constant practice and training. For th is reason SFO 
patterns. must b~ a required part of every training pro
gram w1th particular emphasis on that part of pattern 
below 1 000 feet . Further, because of high degree of pro
ficiency ~equired , the less experienced the p i lot, the 
greater h1s requirement for such training. " 

• • • 
• HONG KONG BOUND ? This won't mean a 
bloody thing to you unless you plan to drive an air
pl~ne into ~ong_ Kong. If you contemplate such a fine 
tnp, you m1ght hke to know that tiedown facilities will 
take only two military aircraft. If you are the third 
and a typhoon hits, it's more than likely you'll have to 
walk home. 

P.S. Rex got this bit of intelligence right after ty
phoon Alice went blowing through. 

• • • 

• TRANSIENT TRASH. One penknife, four 
paper coffee cups, two coke bottles, one 150-watt bulb 
one empty oil can, two empty beer cans, half a pound 
of tangled wire, miscellaneous nuts-bolts-washers three 
dirty rags, a shoe for the right foot, size lOD; one 
broken elevator lock, and four empty inflight lunch 
boxes. Reads like an inventory of a trash barrel and 
that's what it is. It represents one weekend's fi ndings 
of the AO, alert crews, sweepers and maintenance of
ficers during their daily inspection of t ransient parking 
areas, as part of the FOD program a t one Air Force 
base. Last year this type of debris cost the USAF more 
t~1an fifty ~1i llion dollars in damages to jet engines, 
t1res and a1rcraft surfaces. It's a problem of nearly 
every base and is compounded as a result of careless
ness on the part ?f pilots, crewmembers and passengers. 

It has been sard before, but because it is such a com
mon problem, Rex urges every member of the Air 
Force-~ivi lian and military alike, transient and regu
larly ass1gned personnel- to add or include "policing" 
and "pick up" to their prefl ight. If ever a program 
needed the wholehearted participation of every one it's 
the battle against fo reign object damage. ' 

Rex fully agrees with the Chairman of the FOD 
Committee, LtCol Dino Del Vecchio of W right Patter
son AFB, who took time to write about this problem. 
Hope on your next stop you make sure that "T.T." 
doesn't stand_ for "T~ansient. Trash" which you may 
have left behmd, but mstead 1t means "T ook T ime to 
police and pick up." 

.. 

• 

• 
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• GOING, GOING, GONE. A B-47 copi lot in 
advertently raised his arm rests while attempting to 
free his jammed rotating ejection seat from a piece of 
cardboard that became lodged in the seat rollers. After 
much maneuvering he cleared the debris and com
pleted rotation of his seat to normal position at which 
time the canopy departed the aircraft. An emergency 
descent from flight altitude was initiated but the air
craft was allowed to accelerate to well beyond the pla
card speed which resulted in loss of forward left 
wheelwell door. Upon departing, the aircraft door 
caused the forward gear to be cocked in approximately 
65-degree position. When level off was accomplished 
from his desperation clive approximately two and one
half G's were pulled. The aircraft was then successfully 
landed with gear cocked without blowing either tire. 
All of this happened as the result of a piece of card
board. 

• • • 
• IT'S ENOUGH TO MAKE YOUR BLOOD 
BOIL. Recently we've lost two airplanes (one 
damaged, one destroyed) and a pilot, because some 
supervisory and/or support people sat on their big hind 
ends while the weather deteriorated to below minimums. 
In both accidents the pilots weren't given the weather 
info until it was too late for them to do anything but 
have a try at landing in below-minimum weather. By 
the time you read this the accident boards will have 
sorted out all the excuses, alibis and buck-passing but 
that won't bring back the pilot or return two ai rplanes 
to the inventory. And what's more, the same bloody 
thing could happen today or tomorrow because there 
are still some people sitting around worrying about 
everything else but doing their job. End of sermon, but 
still mad. 

• • • 
• SAY IT AGAIN. So far this year we've had one 
T-33 major accident and three incidents when the 
engines flam ed out during emergency fuel checks on 
test hops. So here's the word: you test pilots should 
make the emergency fuel checks under VFR conditions 
and within gliding distance of a high key. And all of 
you hear this : if for some reason, intentionally or in
advertently, you activate the emergency fuel sy tern, 
leave it in the emergency position. Don't switch back 
to normal position. Get on home or to the closest suit
able field as quickly as you can and land-still on the 
emergency system. 

• • • 
• GOOD GUY. Rex heard a good one on UHF 
the last time out. We were stooging along nicely when 
a troop ahead called in over Gila Bend. He gave his 
position time and a fl ight level of 350. That struck 
Rex the wrong way cause we were going west, VFR on 
top. the same as thi s other joker and we were holding 

FL 360. About that time the Center came back with 
something like, "AF Jet 1234, please restate your alti
tude." There was a long pause and then AF Jet 1234 
came back with, "Roge, Center, I'm at FL 350, climb
ing to 360." You could hear Center chuckle as he 
signed off, "Roger, 1234, good day." 

Better Watch This. 

• • • 
• HAZARDS. In the February issue there was a 
brief involving a century series fighter that struck a 
snow bank on touchdown, collapsed a gear, slid across 
a field, through a fence and stopped under a tree. From 
the report was reprinted the recommendation: "Snow 
removal be performed in accordance with AFR 90-6. 
More emphasis be placed on airfield conditions and all 
hazards be promptly NOT AM'd." 

Now we have been reminded that such hazards as 
two and one-half foot snow banks no longer fall in the 
NOT AM category. "The letter from Central NOT AM 
Facility dated 15 November 1961, Subj: Revised 
NOT AM procedures, states in Atch 4, non-NOT AM 
material, par m, 'Local conditions which will influence 
safety, but will not affect, limit, or prohibit the arrival 
or departure of aircraft. This type of information should 
be relayed by the control tower.' " 

Pilots, watch out! You still have to read the 
NOTAMS-there is a box on the Form 175 that 
has to be checked, but you may have to find out 
about hazards in some other way. Good luck! 

• • • 
• IT'S A DANDY. Rex is always looking around 
for little gimmicks to make life a little easier on the 
ground and in the air. It's a locally devised "gizmo" to 
prevent JP-4 from running down your fingers, wrist, 
elbow, armpit, etc., when draining the fuel tanks on a 
preflight. Sure, we know some of the more fearless 
types don't bother with that nonsense or even use the 
anti-ice system on T -Birds but a lot of folks do. For 
the ones who would like to devise one of these dandies, 
here are the vital statistics: 5/8 in. stainless steel or 
aluminum tubing, 4 in. long, flared on one end (see 
picture) with 1/8 in. notches on the other. Simple? 
You bet; doesn't take but five minutes to make one 
either. * 
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What Does It Say ?? 
The following recommendation 
made in a recent accident report, 
is quoted verbatim: "That the 

Editor of Aerospace Safety, Norton AFB, Calif., re
print the articles 'Read It And Know,' Flying Safety, 
March 1954, and 'Don't Chance a Glance', Flying 
Safety, December 1954, in the Aerospace Safety Maga
zine at the earliest possible date." 

Why? Both articles deal with reading a ltim eters
again a suspected culpri t in an Air Force accident. 
Here's the finding, verbatim again, from the accident 
report : 

PRIMARY CAUSE : The safety pilot allowed 
the aircraft to descend below the published minimum 
approach altitude. 

Before we get into a recap of the requested articles, 
it would appear pertinent to bring out another aspect 
in relation to this particular accident-an aspect that 
may help explain how pilots are able to fly aircraft into 
the ground in VFR conditions. The last transmission 
received and acknowledged by the pilot was info rmation 
from the tower giving the frequency of the Mobile Con
trol Unit. The pilot acting as safety observer had be
gun to write th is frequency on the letdown plate on his 
clipboard. The aircraft crashed as he started to write 
the third digit. His pencil and the letdown book were 
found on the floor of the front cockpit. 

At certain settings the three-pointer altimeter is 
particularly susceptible to being read 1000 feet too high. 

PISTON 

Thi is most likely to occur when the sensitive pointer 
is approach ing zero on the scale, as shown in the illu
stration. On the setting shown, 11 out of 97 pilots er
roneously read the setting as 14,960 feet. \Vhy are these 
1000-foot errors made? In the first place the sensitive 
100-foot pointer makes one revolution for every 1000-
foot change in altitude. Therefore, if only the 1000-foot 
pointer is read carefully, the reading is likely to be 
off some multiple of 1000 feet. 

The second ource of error is also illustrated in the 
illustration. The 1000-foot pointer is pointing to the 
4 on the scale, but to read the setting correctly, it must 
be read as 3 or 3000 feet. The error comes from read
ing the 1000-pointer to the nearest number, when it 
should be read to the next lower number. 

From still other studies of the pilot's eye movements 
during instrument Aying, it is known that pilots spend 
an average of about four-tenths of a second each time 
they check their altimeter. However, in another test 
with the type instrument in the illustration, average 
interpretation time wa 7.1 seconds per reading. 

The article, " Don't Chance a Glance," reiterates 
the points above and adds that at certain altitudes the 
10,000-foot indicator is completely covered by the 1000-
foot needle. Even with the needle not covered it is small 
and hard to see, especially at night. In summation, this 
ar ti cle comes up with a reminder that is still pertinent 
in many a ircraft we Ay to clay: until a new altimeter 
is developed, we have to live with the hard-to-see al
timeter with the hide-and-seek 10,000-foot needle. * 

PATTER 

Investigation of a recent major ac
cident reveals that some pilots are 
still not fully aware of the serious

ness of overheated brakes. Also, it 
is doubtful if all pilots appreciate the 
fact that overheated brakes reach 
their peak temperatures five to fifteen 
minutes after a maximum braking 
operation . 

To clearly illustrate that overheated 
brakes will stop your forward prog 
ress in the air as well as on the 
ground, let's review the circumstances 
of a recent C- 119 accident. 

The aircraft was cleared for a 
routine thousand -mile flight and all 
was normal through preflight and en
gine start. The first sign of trouble 
occurred as the aircraft began to taxi 
from the parking area. On releasing 
the brakes and applying power, the 
right wheels would not revolve. The 
pilot added power until a 360-degree 

turn to the right resulted . After com
pletion of the turn the aircraft con
tinued to taxi to takeoff position . Dur
ing the taxi out, personnel observed 
that the right outboard wheel was 
rolling approximately one-half turn 
and sliding a short distance on the 
ice and snow before turning again . 
The pilot was advised of this condi 
tion; however no one was observed 
to deplane and inspect the wheel. A 
normal engine runup was accom 
plished and the aircraft became air
borne without further problems. Short
ly after takeoff the loadmaster made 
an engine check and reported a fire 
in the right wheelwell . The right en 
gine was feathered and fire emer
gency procedures were accomplished . 
The fire continued and became so in 
tense that the right boom and hori 
zontal stabilizer separated from the 
aircraft. It was at this point, approxi-

mately fifteen minutes after takeoff, 
that forward progress terminated due 
to fire from an overheated brake. 
Seven airmen lost their lives and one 
aircraft left the inventory as a result 
of this accident. 

Safety of Flight Supplements 1 C-
119C-SF-1-3 and 1 C- 119G-SF-1-4 
were issued to re-emphasize the po
tential hazards that exist when brakes 
are overheated. 

It's a proven fact that heat built 
up after maximum braking action can 
destroy your aircraft by fire or ex
plosions . let's recognize this poten 
tial hazard and use our brakes fo r 
stopping the aircraft on the ground 
and not in the air . Remember, if you 
have brake troubles or overheated 
brakes, the time spent on the ground 
to cool and repai·r will be most prof
itable to you and your aircraft. * 

Lt Col Gordon D. McBain, Jr., Transport Branch, D/ FS 

.. 
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Captain WilliaiT1 M . Goldlein 
J 8th Tac Recon Sq, 66th Tac Recon Wg, USAFE 

C
aptain William M. Goldfein wa leader of a 
flight of two RF-101s en route to Laon Air Base 
from Bitburg. Takeoff was at 1750 hours . Ap

proximately 35 minutes out of Bitburg, his UHF radio 
began to channelize and became useless for the duration 
of the flight. Soon thereafter, the utility hydraulic sy tem 
indicated a drop to 1400 psi and the pump failure light 
illuminated. From this point on, the control stick became 
increasingly difficult to move. Captain Goldfein used 
visual signals to advise the wingman of his difficulties 
and indicate his intent to land immediately. At this 
time and several times during the remainder of the 
flight, the RF-101 entered violent porpoise maneuver 
and only through smooth use of the stabilator trim was 
Captain Goldfein able to return the aircraft to steady 
level flight. F lying with only stabilator trim and rud
ders, he arrived at Laon . To preclude any steep tunr, 
he set up a long, straight-in approach to the active run
way. 

vVith hydraulic pressure remaining at 1400 psi, he 
dropped his gear normally but only the left main gear 
extended and locked. By using the emergency gear ex
tension system, he was able to extend the remaining 
gear and received a safe indication on all three. Since 
he still had utility pressure, he elected to drop his flaps 
and after approximately two minutes of very slow op
eration, they indicated full down. 

Captain Golclfein set up a very hallow final approach 
and began descent. Smoothly operating the trim button, 

he kept the aircraft controlled to a point one-half mile 
from the end of the runway-when the nose started a 
rapid downward movement. He applied more aft trim 
and smooth back pressure on the stick to break his rate 
of descent. This proved ineffective so he added full mili
tary power. This action resulted in the nose rising vio
lently and the aircraft began shuddering- indicating a 
near pitchup condition. The aircraft rotated to a 60-de
gree nose-up attitude and the airspeed decreased rapidly. 

Captain Go1dfein actuated the afterburners, hop
ing to get enough altitude to recover the aircraft or to 
eject. At about 5500 feet-still in a nose-high attitude 
-he turned on the autopilot to regain control of the 
aircraft. The autopilot engaged and he effected very slow 
recovery to level flight, u -ing no e-down trim. A slowly 
descending traffic pattern and approach was set up, 
using throttles, autopilot turn knob, and the trim wheel. 
Smoothly easing the aircraft toward the runway, he 
started a gradual flare out to break his rate of descent. 
The nose then started up rapidly and he rolled in nose
down trim and deployed the drag chute. The RF-101 
contacted the runway near the proper touchdown point, 
bounced twice, then remained on the runway where he 
"·a able to maintain directional control with rudders 
only. The aircraft was braked to a safe stop. 

Captain Goldfein's cool judgment and pilot skill, to
gether with his thorough knowledge of the RF-101 air
craft and its systems enabled him to avert its almost 
inevitable loss. WELL DONE! * 
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It Shouldn't 

The C-47 has been around the 
Air Force so long that some 
pilots and maintenance men 

seem to think the old bird can take 
care of and fly itself. Incredible 
Gooney tales to the contrary, the 
C-47 is just an a irplane, albeit a 
durable and honest one, and it must 
be maintained and flown like an air
plane. It can't repair its own en
gines and pilots cannot take a nap 
and expect the airplane to get where 
they want to go on its own. 

There has been evidence of this 
kind of thinking during the past 
few months with the result that 10 
Goons were lost forever during 
1961. During January of 1962, five 
more bit the dust-taking 12 men 
to eternity and injuring others. 
That makes 15 C-47s lost in 13 
months, slightly more than one a 
month. The 10 major accidents in 
1961 didn't produce an astronomical 
rate, in fact the rate was less than 
two, but remember that when one 
of these birds goes in , it usually 
takes several people with it. The 
lives lost column doesn't make for 
very light reading. 

What happened? Why should 
so many old tried and true Goons 
be draping themselves over the land
scape? The answer is not easy to 
come by, except that in almost every 
case there was human error in
volved. In other words, old as they 
are, the Goons are not just dropping 
out of the sky. Pilots are making 
fatal mistakes and maintenance men 
are contributing their share. Items: 

A
lthough the C-47 was fully in
strumented and equipped with 
all the necessary navigational 

aids, the pilot elected to fly VFR 
contrary to the advice of the weather 
forecaster and the dispatcher. The 
clouds were hanging around the 
4000-foot level in an area where 
mountain peaks reach up to 6000-
feet. Thirty miles and 15 minutes 
from home plate the aircraft 
lammed into the side of a moun

tain at 3200 feet and was completely 
destroyed by the impact, fire and 
explosions. Three lives were lost. 

The IP who had flown the last 
proficiency checks with both pilots 
testified that both of them were well 
qualified and thoroughly profes
sional in their handling of the air
craft. No one yet has figured out 
the answer to this one. 

* * * 

F
ive lost their lives when a C-47 
lost both engines and crashed. 
The aircraft was preparing to 

land in clear weather when the pilot 
reported the loss of one engine and 
low oil pressure on the other. The 
impact and resultant fire completely 
destroyed the aircraft .. 

Although the cause of the acci
dent could not be absolutely pinned, 
the evidence pointed to engine fail
ure due to low oil pressure. The in
vestigation revealed that the engine 
oil inlet temperature indication in 
the cockpit did not reflect the actual 
temperature of the oil supply tank. 
T he cockpit reading in a test was 
65°C, after 20 minutes of ground 
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operation, while the actual tank 
temperature was -6°C. 

The lesson here is that tech order 
requirements for winter operation 
must be compiled with and special 
attention paid to oil dilution pro
cedures. Even with dilution, an air
craft not equipped with oil diverter 
segregation valves will require pre
heating of the engine oil supply 
tank to insure that congealed oil 
will not loosen and block the inlet 
lines. 

* * * 

A
nother C-47 crashed when the 
crew became disoriented and at
tempted an approach to what they 

thought was home base. Actually the 
aircraft was about 25 miles east of 
the base and approaching some other 
lighted area the pilots took for their 
runway. Weather was marginal and 
the approach was made VFR. The 
finale came when the machine 
crashed into a mountainside killing 
three of the six men aboard. 
(AEROSPACE SAFETY, JAN. 1962.) 

* * * 

Then there was the one that just 
ran out of gas two miles from 
the runway and bellied into the 

ground. Actually there was enough 
fuel left for several more minutes 
of flying, only it was in a tank 
that wasn't being used. But this 
was only one item in a string of 
omissions and commissions as long 
as your arm. Fortunately there 
were no fatalities and only three 
minor injuries. Here are just some 
of the deficiencies in judgment in
volved it1 this fiasco. The pilot: 

• Continued to fly into an area of 
marginal weather after being ad-

.. 
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• 
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Happen to a Gooney Bird! 
vised that his destination was below 
mmunums. 

• Continued an approach into 
known moderate to heavy icing con
ditions when the weather was below 
ILS minimums. 

• Planned and attempted to fly 
the mission without a safe fuel re
erve margm. 

• Descended to a dangerously 
low altitude in order to get better 
visibility in violation of his en route 
clearance. 

• Had a navigator aboard but 
didn't use his services. 

• Ignored course, heading and 
drift in an attempt to fly the omni
range. 

• Failed to exercise intelligent 
command and supervision over the 
copilot who operated the fuel selec
tor, mixture and prop controls, anti
ice and navigation aids without con
sulting the pilot. 

* * * 

The Air Force lost another C-47 
and a pilot when the aircraft 
crashed shortly after takeoff and 

burned. After breaking ground the 
aircraft settled back to the runway, 
got off again but settled back, 
finally became airborne in a nose
high mushing attitude, continued on 
for about one mile at approximately 
200 feet, then flew into the ground 
in level attitude. One man was 
pinned in the wreckage and killed. 

There are several suspected causes 
for this accident, no one of which 
yet has been definitely isolated as 
the cause. 

H
ere's another. Shortly after be
coming ai rborne the aircraft 
began a left bank which increased 

despite the use of full right aileron. 
Right rudder and reduction of power 
on the right engine failed to correct 
the left turn, although the bank 
decreased slightly. The aircraft 
crashed in a left wing down attitude 
approximately 45 degrees from the 
takeoff heading. The gear was 
sheared and the right prop lost on 
impact. There are two suspected 
causes: aileron control failure and 
left engine failure. 

* * * 

A 
taxiing accident resulted in dam

age to an aircraft and to private 
property. After landing, the air

craft was turned onto a taxiway 
along which it rolled for some 1500 
feet. As it approached an intersec
tion, the pilot unlocked the tailwheel 
and the aircraft started an immediate 
left turn. When the brakes failed to 
stop the turn, the pilot applied power 
to the left engine in an attempt to 
groundloop the aircraft so as to 
miss some vans parked alongside 
the taxiway. He didn't quite make 
it and the left wingtip struck and 
damaged two of the vans. A large 
section of the wing outer panel was 
torn off. 

Although the accident was charged 
to pilot error, the pilot claimed that 
the failure of the right brake was 
responsible and that his action in 
applying left engine power prevented 

the aircraft from driving into the 
vans headon. 

* * * 

A
nother takeoff accident occurred 
when the pilot tried a maximum 
performance takeoff with a IS

knot tailwind, although the airport 
had 6500 feet of hard surfaced run-
way. 

* * * 
Strange as it may seem, another 

accident might have been a lucky 
thing for the crew. They attempted 

takeoff in a 40-50-degree cross wind 
of 29 knots with gusts to 42. The 
pilot lost control and chopped power 
on both engines. The aircraft ran off 
the runway and damaged both props. 
The lucky part was that if he had 
got airborne he would have flown 
into a mountainous area with severe 
turbulence, and mountain wave effect 
was foreca t all along his route. 

These examples should suffice. 
They point to the fact that pilots 
must know the procedures contained 
in the flight manual and fly ac
cordingly. We stress the pilot factor 
because recent C-47 experience is 
that 75 per cent of the accidents 
were attributed to pilot factor. The 
other 25 per cent breaks out to 10 
per cent maintenance, another 10 
per cent undetermined and five per 
cent materiel. 

As long as we fail to follow proper 
procedures, fly into mountains and 
throw common sense out the window 
we can expect the C-47 record to 
get worse. Let's put this trend into 
reverse. * 
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~~uovies are better than ever" was a theme Holly
wood came out with a few years ao-o. \ Ve 
might rev ive it a nd add that Air Force""movies 

a re better than ever. The Air Force movie program is 
big bu iness and much of it is aimed at helping vou do 
your job better or helping save your life. -

The old black and white training film employing 
amateur photographers and actor , wi' h often as not 
childish scripts, is a thing of the past. The movies that 
are com ing out now are of professional quality and arc 
excellent tools for a number of purposes. vVithout de
tracting from the value of other type films let's con
centrate on afety films and training fi lms, which are 
indirectly safety films. 

The ideas for such films are born in the minds of 
people who see problems and eek ways of elimi nating 
the problems to provide more efficient and safer opera
tions. Among these people is the Deputy Inspector 
General for afety, who has an exten ive program which 
·upplements the Education and Training effort for 
safety. The fi lm program for safety in 1962 consists 
of 39 tit les covering training a pect of safety to film 
reporting on safety problems encountered throughout 
the A ir Force. In addition to initiating requests for 
safety films, the DIG/ S fi lm people also monitor other 
Air Force fi lms which may have safety implicati ons. 
These safety implications are most generally found in 
weapon systems films-fi lms about fl ying various air
craft or launching mi ssiles, or the installation and han
clling of nuclear warheads in connection with missi les 
or aircraft. Majo1· film effo rts are put fo rth in the 
ground area ince ground accident continue to be the 
biggest killer in the Air Force. A fascinating series of 
movies is planned for product ion in 1963. The Deputy 
Inspector General for Safety is programming the film 
seri es on the built-in physical and psychological safety 
li mits of man. To be called " 'Man and Safety.'' the series 
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wi ll deal with how men can best operate within these 
afety limits. 

How do you go about getting a film? If it i 
a Safety film, approach AFIES, Deputy In pector Gen
eral for Safety, orton AFB, California, and they will 
consider programming it for you. Or you can go to 
AFPTR, H eadquarter US F, with the request for 
programming, and AFIES will mon itor the production 
for you. However, before requesting any fi lm, you 
should explore AFP 95-2-1, the AF fi lm directory pre
p~red by APCS (Air Photographic and Charting Ser
vice) for fi lm already in existence which may fulfill 
your needs. For a normal fi lm request, go to AFR 95-14 
which tell s hO\\' to obtain fi lms, and submit a request 
in accordance with its provision . Assuming the idea is 
bought right up the line, the request, unless it's for a 
training film. will go from the Command to APC , one 
of the links in the big M T chain. T raining fi lm re
que ts are forwarded to Headquarters, USAF, Attn : 
AFPTR 

\Vhen APCS receives the req uest it will assign it to 
one of it two major motion picture centers at Lookout 
Mountain AFS. California, and O rlando AFB , F lorida. 
Then a writer-director team from the selected center 
will begin working with the command representative 
(CR) and technical adviser (T ) named in the request. 
(A new regulation and supplement to replace the pres
ent AFR 95-14 hould be out by 1 July. The e wi ll clarify 
the duties and responsibiliti es of the CR and T and 
pre ent specific instructions for obtaining new fi lms). 
It is the CR and T A who mu t provide the purpose of 
the fi lm and the technical know-how to make it effective 
and accurate. They must work do ely with the wri ter
directo r team to assure that the fi lm meets the need for 
wh ich it is being pr ducecl and that it is accurate in 
every way. 

Once the film is produced- and that is an ex
pensive process-it will be virtually useles sitting in 
a can on a shelf in a base fi lm li brary. It must be used 
and used intelligently to meet the need for which it was 
produced. Film libraries hould know the requirements 
of their base or unit a nd obtain movie , slides and other 
aud io-visual materials appropriate to their mission and 
equipment. Supervisors, safety officers and others re-
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sponsible for obtaining and usino- the film in their pro
grams should u e them not to entertain but to educate. 
You can tell a per on omething and you can show him. 
When you combine the two-showing and telling, as in 
a movie-you have a proven teaching process that pro
duce result . Too often, however, movie designed for 
other purpo es are used to entertain or to fill a gap an 
instructor or supervisor can't seem to fill in any other 
way. The film may not be a total loss, but it certainly 
is not being used to maximum effectiveness. 

Making safety and training fi lm is a painstaking 
process and the people involved have a variety of ex
periences. Some are enough to scare a man out of the 
business, others are humorous. Movies are made in all 
climates and a cameraman can freeze his posterior on 
one job and cook it on the next one. The men with the 
cameras go where the job demand . Thi might be on 
top of a tall tower or under water, on a boat or in an 
airplane, as clo e as he can get to a nuclear blast or in 
the quietness of a laboratory. 

Major Robert MacKinnon, a producer-director at 
Lookout Mountain AFS, recalls his encounter with a 
hark while hooting footage in the water around Guam 

for a water safety movie. MacKinnon was swimming 
underwater with his camera, the shark cruising along 
near him on a parallel course. Suddenly the shark 
turned and set up a collision course with the photo
grapher; MacKinnon tried to maneuver out of the way 
but, loaded with equipment, couldn 't move fast enough. 
Instinct took over and he used the only weapon avail
able-his camera. Like a matador he fended off the huge 
fish, which, on more sober reflection later, probably 
was only curious. Finally, when MacKinnon kicked one 
leg up, the predator dashed under it and out of sight. 
Later he discovered that he had had the camera running 
all the time and had some dramatic closeups of the 
business end of a shark. 

The excellent quality of the movies now com ing 
out is due to the wealth of experience and the facilities 
throtwhoul APCS. As its production centers are ap
proximately 500 people, half of them military , the rest 
civilians. 1 n both categories, their total years of ex
perience in the field amounts to an extraordinary num
ber of centuries. For example, at Lookout there arc 
seven film editors, who by themselves have more than 
300 years in the industry. They, like many others in the 
photo command, were formerly employed by Holly
wood 's big movie tudios. 

The Lookout l\1ountain installation i a fabulous om
plex perched high in the Hollywood Hills. A \Vorld 
\Var Il fighter cont rol center, it was converted to a 
photo center in 19..J.8. The Orlando installation also goe.3 
back to \Vorld \Var II when it was the center of the 
interceptor command school: its photographic ca reer 
began late in 1952. Today they are full y equipped mo
tion picture studios with writers, producers, directors, 
photographers. a number of other skilled technicians and 
all of the equipment and facilities necessary for movie 
making. 

Lookout AFS i operated by the 1352d Photo Group, 
which i;; responsible for the area from the Missi ippi 
River westward around the globe to India. Helping to 
cover thi s area are a squadron at Vandenberg AFB and 
detachments at Elmendorf, Alaska ; Ent AFB, Colo
rado: Hickam AFB, Hawaii ; Clark AFB, Philippines; 
and Yamata AS, Japan . 

The other half of the world is the re ponsibility of the 
1365th Photo Squadron at Orlando, and its detach
ments at Andrews AFB, Maryland, and \i\fiesbaden, 
Germany. It also gets help from its SAC documentation 
detachment at Offutt FB, Nebraska; March AFB, 
California: Bark dale AFB, Loui iana, and \\'estover 
AFB. :\Iassachusetts. 

APCS photo teams roam the world from pole 
to pole and a round the other way making movies 
for training, motivation , information, orientation 
and safety. Many of these are directly concerned with 
safety. others contain safety material as a by-product. 
Making the most of thi s excellent and effective tool 
can save Air Force lives and dollars. * 



" If one of my jocks ever wheels up a landing , he' s had itl" 

TWO POINTS 

"But sir, I'm here on official business.11 

" Boy, I wish I was on the official business he isl " 

'U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 611216 

" ... And hereby do I tender my resignation!" 

OF VIEW 

" I feel fine, let' s go home tonight and we'll sack in 
tomorrow." 

" So, when they fell asleep at the weather briefing, I 
called the A.O." 
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